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Here is what our British kin across the sea call
an "Occasional " table. Meaning by this, that it
tits into a dozen situations of daily need, and that
it is an emergency piece of value.
f^Egwy-^
We make it just the intermediate size which
meets every demand. It is smaller than an ordin\u25bawJBL_
ary centre table, yet it will easily answer for one.
LflJ
It is larger than the average side table, yet it can
be so ÜBed.
It is 32 inches in diameter on the top.
Of its construction much may be said. The design is full of beauty, and it
has a strong classic flavor. The deep cross-banded box framing, the massive
strength, the relief carving in spiral ribands, and the vigorous claw feet, are factors of great effectiveness.
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Queensborough trolley system.
The father of the Key. P. J. Oolman
The new chapel of the Holy Family
of.St. Patrick's Church, Lynn, Mass.,
at
the mother-house of the Sisters of St.
died last week at his home on Kindge
Joseph of Carondelet, St. Louis, Mo., is
Aye., Cambridge.
now complete. It is said to be the gift
Mil. BellamyStorer, U. S. minister to of one of the Sisters. The furnishings
Madrid, and Mrs. Storer are converts to of the chapel are also gifts.
the Catholic faith. Their daughter and
The Rev. Charles Crkvier of the
son are also Catholics.
church of the Precious Blood, liolyoke,
The Very Rev. F. J. O'Reii.ly, vicar- Mass., is making endeavors for the esgeneral of Peoria, 111., has been made tablishment of an industrial school for
auxiliary bishop to the Kt. Rev. John the young men of that place, and he has
Lancaster Spalding, I). D.
himself offered land for the purpose.
The Oblates of Mary Immaculate deThe Rev. David W. Hearn, S. J.,
cided, a short time ago, to establish a has been appointed president of St.
new community that should embrace Francis Xavier's College, New York,
the whole of Hidalgo Co., Texas.
where he has been stationed for the
The Key. D. F. McGili.ici'ddy of past two years. Father Hearn was born
Worcester, Mass., was elected president in Dorchester, Mass., and is a Boston
of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union College boy.
in Philadelphia, last week.
The Key. Arthur T. Connolly of
the church of the Blessed Sacrament,
Amosg the good works of the St. VinPlain, and the Key. James B.
cent dc Paul Society in New York is the Jamaica
of Norwood received last week in
Troy
for
chilpoor
" Fresh Air Commission "
their respective parishes the welcome of
dren, which is proving a great success.
their people, on their return from a
St. James' Church, Haverhill, Mass., European trip.
is to be consecrated on Sunday, Sept. 9,
The late Sister Ursula Younger, who
and on that day the golden jubilee of was at the time of her death superioress
Catholicity in that city willbe celebrated. of the Sisters of Charity in Edinburgh,

.

1900,
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but was prepared for the priesthood at
the Marist seminary ntar Washington.
The Cambridge mission will be his first
charge.
Monsignor

Harnett has been ap-

pointed Catholic chaplain of Nottingham prison.
A retreat for ladies was given at St.
Regis' Convent, New York, by the Key.

David H. Buel, S. J., this month.
The Key. Daniel J.
died recently in New York City. He was as-

sistant pastor of the church of St. Rose
of Lima, New York.

The Sisters of Divine Providence,
Beeville,Texas, are having another room
built to accommodate therein the Mexican children of the parish.
Key. Father Hagen, S. J., director of
the Georgetown University observatory,
is on his way to Germany, where he will
be interested in astronomical work.
The Key. E. E. Maynadier who died
recently in Baltimore, Md., at St. Joseph's Hospital, was a son of the late
General William Maynadier, U. S. A.
The

Right Key.

Ahbot Alexius Edkl-

O. S. P.., pastor of St. Anslem's
The Sisters of the Sacred Heart in Pitts- Scotland, was a convert, who became a
New York, celebrated on WedChurch,
her
husband,
burg, Perm., have purchased a site in Sister after the death of
nesday, Aug. 1"), his twenty-fifth anniAuchen
Castle,
Mr.
William
of
Younger
$100,the East End for the erection of a
versary as an abbot.
eighteen years ago.
-000 building as a home for wayward about
On August 1, the Right Rev. Richard
girls.
For twenty years or more, a member
Preston,
D. D., was consecrated auxThe Very Key. C. J. Hoche, at one of the St. Vincent dc Paul Society in iliary bishop of Hexham and Newcastle,
reguhas
been
visiting
V.,
N.
Albany,
timevicar general of the Grand Kapids
city England. He was professor of moral
diocese, was accidentally drowned Aug. larly the Penitentiary within the
year
ago,
About
a
visitation
of theology at Ushaw College.
8. The funeral took place at Essexville limits.
the almshouses of Albany and Troy was
The late Baron yon Ketteler, muron the 10th.
begun by the Tertiariesof St. Dominic.
dered in China, left a widowed mother

4.
There are at present thirty inmates August
The Berlin Catholic paper, Germania,
living at the leper home in Louisiana, in
says it learns that altogether ten out of
care of Sisters of Charity.
missionaries in the vicariate of
fifty
The Pope has appointed a protector
southwest
Pechili have been murdered,
for the American society of St. Cecilia in

and that 8,000 converts have suffered
the same fate.
Walter Drum, S. J., son of the late

Captain Drum of Boston, has been placed
in charge of the freshman class of Gonzaga College, Washington, D. C. Joseph
with the church of St. Ignatius, New Dinand, S. J., also of Boston, goes to
York, will be ready for use in Septem- Woodstock, Md.

ber.
In China there are French Franciscan
Sisters, Helpers of the Holy Souls, Sisters
of St. Vincent dc Paul and Franciscan
Sisters.
The annual spiritual retreat of the
Brothers of Mary at Dayton, Ohio, during this month, was attended by about
300 Brothers.
Queen Margherita of Italy, King
Humbert's widow, intends to convert
the palace at Mon/.a into a hospital for
the sick poor.
Brother Alfred of the Brothers of
the Sacred Heart died Aug. 1, at St.
Joseph's Institute, Indianapolis, Ind.
His name in the world was Edward
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Send money by check, post-office order
or registered letter ; not in bills.
Send all money and address all comThe Rev. T. C. Murphy of the church
munications to the
of the' Holy Apostles, Rochester, N. V.,
Review Publishing Co.,
194 Washington St.,
has been appointed to St. Mary's
Boston, Mass. Church in that city, to succeed the late
Father Kiernan.
Advertising Manager, Charles E. Putnam, 194 Washington St. Boston.
The Key. John F. Lehy, S. J., has
Entered as second-class matter in the Boston been appointed president of Holy Cross
Post Offlce, Dec. 1,1888.
College in Worcester, Mass., for the
Saturday, Aug. IS, 1900. sixth time in succession, an unusual
thing in the Jesuit order.
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
The farewell concert given by the
Catholic societies of Cambridge and
F'ourtekn Boston College students left Boston to the Cuban teachers in SanBoston last week for the Jesuitnovitiate ders Theatre, Harvard University, last
in Frederick, Md.
Monday night, was a very successful
The Rev. D. F. Whalen has been affair.
transferred from Natick to St. Joseph's The Rev. Thomas J. Cady, a native
Church, Roxbury.
of Vermont, and rector of St. John's
The devotion of the Forty Hours will Church, Logan, Ohio, for twenty years,
take place next week at the Star of the till ill-health disabled him in 1893, reSea Church, Marblehead.
turned to his old parish and died on

the person of Cardinal Steinhuber.
The Hon. Charles Russell, Lord
Chief Justice of England, brother of the
Rev. Matthew Russell,S. J., died Aug. 10.
The new Jesuit college, in connection
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White, and he was born in 1879 at located near the terminusof the Long
Haverhill, Mass. Bishop O'Donaghue Island Railroad, which has two large
celebrated pontifical Mass at his funeral. yards close by, and in the midst of the
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The Key. Paul Kaifo, S. J., died
Aug. 8, at St. Ignatius' College, San
Francisco, Cal. He was born in Genoa,
Italy, July 21, 1821. In his youth he

who resides in Munster, Germany, and
two sisters who are Franciscan nuns,
one in Munster and one in Aix-laChapelle.

Canon Murnakeof Camberwell, Eng.,
attended the schools of the Barnabites
in his native city, and inls:;<i he entered in the Southwark diocese, has been holdthe Society of Jesus. He was ordained ing for some time past a series of openair meetings, which have been very sucto the priesthood in 1852.
cessful, a number of non-Catholics atBishop Grace of Sacramento, Cal.,
tending them.
visited, last month, the historic old
The schools in the boys' department
mining camp of Johnsville. Twenty
of
10
theCatholic Protectory, Westchester,
were
confirmed
after
the
children
o'clock Mass. The public hall was N. V., made a most creditable appearcrowded with the relatives and friends ance at the examination held there by
Mr. Lechtrecker, inspector of the State
of the children, and many non-Catholics. The citizens of Johnsville, ir- Board of Charities. In these schools
respective of creed, decided that day to there are about 1,800 boys.
raise a subscription for the purpose of
The funeral of Right Rev. J. A. Healy
erecting a Catholic church that would be was held Thursday at the cathedral of the
of great spiritual benelit and an ornaImmaculate Conception in Portland,
ment to the town; a non-Catholic Me., in the presence of a vast throng,
headed the list with $100.
embracing many of the leading citizens
The Rev. Jeremiah E. Mii.lerick, of Portland, of both Catholic and Protpastor of St. Joseph's Church, was ten- estant faith. Archbishop Williams of
dered a reception by his parish at the P.oston and Archbishop Bruchesi of
Montreal, Archbishop Begin of Quebec,
town hall in Wakefield on Friday evenseveral bishops and more than 100
ing of last week. Fully 2,000 people, priests, were present. Requiem high
representing St. Joseph's parish of Mass was celebrated by Archbishop
Wakefield and St. Agnes' parish of Williams. In accordance with the wish
eulogy,
Reading, are reported to have been of Bishop Healy, there was nograve
and
in
body was placed in a
present to do honor to their pastor. the the
cemetery, instead of under the
The committee in charge consisted of cathedral.
the Rev. W. T. O'Connor, Charles N.
A British Piece.
Winship, Timothy McAuliffe, John
Our English cousins have a piece of furFoley, Jeremiah Gleason, Mrs. R. H. niture
which we do not often see in tins
Ryland, Mrs. E. J. Gihon and Mrs. country. It is called an "Occasional"

By permission of Bishop Sbarretti, the
Ursuline nuns of New York are to open Eugene Lenners.
an English-speaking academy in Vedado,
Father Torhal, S. M., of the parish of
a suburb of Havana. They already
Our Lady of Victories, Boston, Mass.,
in
city
in
the
and
another
conduct one
has been appointed on the faculty board
Puerto Principe.
of the Marist College, Washington, D.C.
When the Key. Thomas McSweeney, He will be succeeded by the Key. E. H.
of Oakland, Cal., celebrated the silver Dezivas, S. M. The Key. Claudius Chamjubilee of his ordination, he announced bard, S. M., has been assigned to the
that he had received a check for $1">,000 Cambridge church of Notre Dame dc
from Mr. Henry A. Butters, which would
Pitie. Father De/.ivas is a native of New
cancel the debt of the parish.
Orleans. He pursued his theological
The new hospital of St. John, in the studies at the Maiist seminary, near
Washington, and has been ordained
Long Island City section of Queensborough, N. V., was blessed recently by about one year, having spent the time
Bishop McDonnell of Brooklyn. The since in church work in Washington.
hospital Is a most important one, being Father Chaiulmrd is a native of France,

table, and is made to fit into all the ninny
situations where a centre table is too large
and a tabourette too small. One of these
been secured by
"theOccasional
" tables has
Paine Furniture
Company, and they
have brought out a very handsome line of
designs of this new piece.
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eral further said that the march toward Pekin so
has been one of the most trying he has ever experienced. The thermomenter has registered from 100
to 115 degrees. Drinking water is very scarce, and
With the feast of the Assumpwhat, the army has used lias had to be transDeparture of the tion, the visit of our Cuban guests most of
from
Tien-Tsin. The incapacitated soldiers
ported
Cuban Teachers. in Cambridge came to a close.
been
sent
have
back to Tien-Tsin, but re-enforcements
The preceding few days were full
on the way, General Chaffee added, and it was
were
evening
of preparations for departure. On Monday
hoped that the advance could be continued soon.
a farewell concert was given by the Catholic societies
of Cambridge. On Tuesday evening there was, to
Some of the American papers
What
quote the precise words of the printed programme,
have been commenting upon the
a " farewell entertainment tendered by the Cuban
the Philippines enormous cost of the Boer war to
but our own affair in
Cost Us.
teachers to their American friends." On the latter
the Philippine Islands is costing
occasion a loving cup was presented to Harvard University ; the national songs of the United States this country something, too. Ihere appeared tnis
and of Cuba were sung ; speeches were made; week a report from Washington stating that as nearly
there was the rendition of a pretty piece of music as figures can express it, the cost to the United States
dedicated to Mr. Frye, and some charming airs were of the war in the Philippines has been $186,(178,000 in
sung by Senorita Sanchez. The next day was a great cash and at least 2,3(14 lives of American soldiers. The
feast for the Cubans. Our feast of the Assumption is to total of deaths given is compiled from a report made
them Nuestra Senora dc Caridad, our Lady of Charity. by the Secretary of War in reply to a resolution passed
Solemn high Mass was celebratedfor them atSt. Paul's by the Senate, and from General MacArthur's death
Church, Harvard Square, their spiritual head-quarters and casualty list since the date covered by that reduring their visit. The Mass was celebrated by Vicar port?May 24, 1900?up to and including Aug. 11. It
General Byrne in presence of his Grace, Archbishop is possible that not all of the deaths have been reWilliams. Father Ruiz preached the sermon. The ported, but the possible error is small and 2,394 is apmen left for the transport in the afternoon; the ladies proximately the correct total. It is difficult to estion Thursday. They are to be presented to President mate the cost of the war in dollars and cents, for it is
McKinley, and they will be received at the Catholic impossible to define just what proportion of the inUniversity in Washington; Philadelphia and New creased military and naval expenses of the government
York will also be visited by them. The good wishes of should be charged to the war, but it is said that the
the very many friends they have made go with them, total cost of the islands to date amounts to
while the thanks of the whole Catholic community $18<>,<178,000.
are due to the chivalrous men and generous-hearted
Undesirable immigrants have a
women who have given of their time and means Keeping Out the way of entering our country from
daily to make these strangers realize during their visit
the domain of our British neighJapanese.
that there were those here of their own faith who welbor across the Canadian border
comed them for that very reason primarily, and did that is certainly exasperating. The Chinese have
not feel that the Cubans came here for the purpose of come into the United States via Canada in large numbeing christianized, civilized or refined.
bers, for years, and new the Japanese seem to have
Porto Rico belies its name if re- learned the same trick. But the authorities appear

ThWek'sNews.

Poor Porto Rico. ports coming from there are true.
Instead of a " rich port," it seems
to be very much otherwise. On last Sunday an incident
occurred in the capital of that island going to show
that among a considerable portion of the population
great distress prevails. This was the arrival in SanJuan of more than one hundred laborers with their
wives and children, after two days of weary marching, without food, from San Lorenzo, a distance of
twenty-seven miles. The procession, made up of all
shades and conditions, led by a colored woman with
an American flag, and carrying banners on which

far

determined to put a stop to this little game, and so
David E. Healy of Vancouver, B. C., United States
Immigration Commissioner in British Columbia has
received orders from the Treasury Department at
Washington to have the American police on the international boundary line instructed to keep Japanese
from entering the United States. Healy says that at
present the Japanese are going through across the
boundary line from British Columbia in Bpite of the
ollicers. They are stopped often, but they simply
wait for a better chance, and a few days later they are
found far south of the boundary line. Mr. Healy's
were inscribed the words : " Give us work," marched proposition is to round up all the Japanese who have
quietly through the city to the executive mansion, wrongfully entered, confine them temporarily in the
where a halt was made. The spokesman then called nearest jail, and then deport them to Japan.
upon Acting-Govornor Hunt and explained that the
As we go to press the Boer genobject of the visit was to ask the government to open
eral, Dc Wet is reported to be
Dc
Wet
In
Retreat.
Lorenzo,
thus enaba road between Caguas and San
leading the British a lively
ling the laboring classes of the district to get a liveliMethuen are close in his rear,
Kitchener
and
chase.
hood. There is no work of any kind in that district
and
he
has
been
forced to abandon thirty presumably
their
wholly
dependent
upon
daily
people,
and the
three wagon loads of amearnings, are without bread. Mr. Hunt is reported exhausted horses, blow up
a gun behind in an endeavor, it is
and
leave
munition
that
promised
and
sympathetically,
replied
to have
his movements.
the government would do all in its power to relieve said, to lighten his weight and hasten
according to the same report, conare,
British
The
for
work
were
issued
promptly
the situation. Orders
stantly in touch with his rear guard, and it is an
to be begun on the road and for the employment of
opinion freely expressed among military men in Kngwho
from
might
apply
possible
as many persons as
land, that should an unexpectedforce bar his way even
had
deputation
the district. The spokesman of the
for
a few hours he and his force would of a certainty
said that there was no expectation of gratuitous govinto
the hands of Roberts. His retreat thus far has
fall
for
work.
ernment assistance, but merely a desire
been
in a masterly manner, however, and
conducted
Official investigation shows that the district in ques- if he should finally achieve his object, namely, to effect
any
sort
tion is very badly off and that no work of
a junction with the forces of the other Boer leader,
has beeu in operation there for some time.
Delarey, his feat would rank as one of the greatest
It is a very gratifying thing to operations of the war. To render impossible the acof
Side
read that our soldiers in China complishment of this purpose of the Boer commander
The Other
are upholding the traditions of is taxing all the energies of the British generals.
the Picture.
the American army for bravery
Meanwhile in England there is a
and dash, but the other side of the picture is not so
growing dissatisfaction at the
Dissatisfaction
depressing
A
most
descontemplate.
pleasant
England. weary length to which the war is
In
last
week
department
war
patch was received by the
dragging out. The capture of
that the
from (ieneral Chaffee, which showed plainly
supposed to have ended the
Pretoria
was
the
which
worst
opposing
factor
Chinese bullet is not the
does
not
to have affected very much the
seem
struggle
after
the
allies' march to Pekin. Chaffee reports that
of his command obstinate fighting spirit of the Boers ; and the British
one-third
scarcely
battle of Yangtsun
of the Transvaal
for duty. There had been people which looked upon the fail
of 2,500 Americans was fit
capital as the sure ending of a costly and disastrous
which
a
heat,
from
of
several hundred prostrations
A similar state campaign are beginning to murmur at the apparent
large percentage of deaths followed.
of
other foreign inability of their best commanders to put the seal of
the
ranks
of affairs existed in the
one-half
of the final defeat upon the fighting farmers of Paul Kruger's
troops with the result that only about
country. Of course everybody believes that the ulThe genrelief army was capable of farther advance.
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timate outcome of the situation will be favorable to
British arms and British prestige, but the thought of
blood and treaswhat the war is costing the
ure has a rather sobering effect upon the people who
went wild over the relief of I.adysmith and Mafeking,
and who saw, or thought they saw, in the easy capture by Roberts of Johannesburg and Pretoria the
linal blow given to the political independenceas well
as to the armed resistance of the Transvaal.
Victor Emmanuel 111. took the
Italy's New King formal constitutional oath as king

of Italy on last Saturday before
the Italian parliament. Out of respect to the memory
of his murdered father whom the new King succeeds
the Senate chamber was draped with mourning. The
chamber was filled with senators and deputies, high
officials of state and the diplomatic corps. The booming of cannon announced the departure of the royal
party from the Quirinal. Victor Emmanuel 111. was
received on the steps of the Senate by committeesof
the Chamber of Deputies and Senate, in a pavilionespecially erected. When the royal party entered the
Senate chamber, the King being accompanied by the
Duke of Aosta, the Count of Turin and the Duke of
Genoa, the deputies and senators arose and welcomed
him with evident enthusiasm. His Majesty later took
the oath and delivered an address, wherein among
other sentiments, he expressed his love and veneration for his mother, Margherita, " who," he said,
" engraved on my heart and spirit the sentiment of
my duty as a prince and as an Italian."

Impressive exercises were held in
this city on Tuesday last by the
Humbert. Italian citizens, to honor the
memory of the murdered king of
Italy, Humbert. In the morning a procession of
Italian societies marched from the NorthEnd to the cathedral where solemn reg uiem high Mass was celebrated
by the Rev. Father Übaldus, O. F\ M., rector of the
In Memory of

F'lorio and
church of St. Leonard. The Rev.
Rev. Leonard Castalini were, respectively, deacon and
sub-deacon. The Key. Dr. Dolan of the cathedral

acted as master of ceremonies. A large congregation
attended, and the decoration of the edifice both interior and exterior was very elaborate. In the evening
a meeting was held in Faneuil Hall which was addressed by a number of prominent citizens.
The death of Baron Charles RusDeath of
sell of Killowen, Lord Chief JusLord Russell
tice of England, deserves more
of Killowen. than a passing notice in these
columns. Lord Russell was a
great man who did credit to his profession, to his
country, and to his Church. He was born near
Newry, County Down, Ireland, of an old Irish family
dating back 000 years. His only brother is Father
Matthew Russell, S. J., the well known author and
editor of the Irish Montidij, who celebratedthe Mass of
requiem at the Brompton Oratory, London, Aug. 14.
His sisters entered religion ; and one died, not long
since, who was superior of a convent in San Francisco. His uncle was president of Maynooth College, and founded the Dublin Review. Charles Russell
chose the law, and he rose almost to the top of
the ladder. It is said of him that as Chief Justice
no decision of his was ever reversed ; and that he did
not reach highest possible eminence in Kngland in his
profession was solely on account of his religion. He
might have been lord chancellor, had he not been a
Catholic. As it was he was the first CatholicLord Chief
Justice England had seen since the Reformation. His
splendid speech in defence of Parnell against the
London lime's was a chivalric effort in behalf of truth
and right, not only as relating to Ireland but to
British justice; and all hearts with a drop of Irish
blood in them must thrill at his loyal words "My
lords, I have spoken not merely as an advocate ; I
have spoken for the land of my birth! " Lord Russell married a daughter of Joseph Mulholland, the sister of Lady Gilbert. He twice visited the United
States in 1883 and 1896. On the latter occasion his
memorable speech on international arbitration was
delivered before the American Bar Association. A
great light has gone out in Great Britain whom she
could ill afford to lose. We mourn with her his

:

loss.
The United States army transport "Crook" arrived in quarantine at New York last Sunday evening
from Havana, having on board four companies of the
first United States infantry and one battery of the first
artillery. They wereen route to the East.
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genius by those who possess them, and their friends.
Of the hundreds of thousands of poems that
are written by our educated and intelligent ladies,
/Vow Afany Catholics Remember This ?
very few are marketable or remembered a week after
"They who help to uphold a Catholic paper (the they are published.' The real reason that the manuadvertisers)," says the Wextern Catholic, "are deserving scripts of such writers are returned to them, he deof Catholic patronage."
clares, is that new writers match themselves against
?
?
those who have proved their superiority. It is just
*
Read Only the Very Best.
like a village baseball club challenging the Bostons."
It is impossible to read all the books that are
* * Do. *
printed every year," reflects the Catholic Columbian. What the Nations Should
" And there are hundreds of thousands of volumes " It is sincerely to be hoped," observes the Quidon,
already in libraries. The best plan is to read only
that the Christian nations now clamoring for remaster works in general literature, pursue a special venge at the gates of Pekin will exercise Christian forcourse of study, and simply tastecurrent productions." bearance. The provocation is great we admit, and if
?
only half the horrors told are true, it is almost more
* ?
Aaglo-Saxoa Justice.
than llesh and blood can endure. Bat 'vengeance is
The Pittsburg Observer reminds its readers that the mine, saith the Lord, and I will repay'?and whether
highest court in Ireland, theCourt of Appeals, is made it be the individual or the nation that seeks reprisal
up exclusively of Protestants, and of the eighteen only evil can come of it. When peace and security
judges in that country, only three, it says, are Cath- are once more restored let the nation then teach the
olics. Reflecting on this disparity, our esteemed conpagan the most practical and glorious lesson of Christemporary exclaims, "There is Anglo-Saxon justice for tianity the world everknew."

"

"

you ! "

* »
Against Secret Societies and their Mummery.
Arthur Preuss, of theJiniew of St. Louis, thinks that
secret societies are the bane of the Church in this
country and one of the chief causes of our leakage.
"We consider it," he says, " a solemn duty of the
Catholic press to wage relentless war upon them and
also upon every attempt to imitate their mummery
in societies that are professedly Catholic."
?

* * ?
Forgetting the Famine-Stricken.

The Midland Review has the following comment: "At
her great age one would expect the English Queen to
turn from thoughts of war to prayers of peace. Yesterday, her speech from the throne at the proroguing
of Parliament, contained pages relative to the war in

4
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parish priest expected to add to his innumerable
duties that of social entertainer? Impossible. In the
vast majority of our cities the Catholic society simply
does not exist, and the friendless youth falls back
perforce upon the society readiest to his hand, and is
carried by force of surroundings out of the Church."
* »
*
As to Catholic Societies.
" In regard to Catholic societies," says the Southern
Messenger, "it would be well for all connected with them
to avoid anything and everything that would furnish

a reasonable

cause for fault-finding. On the other
hand, if those who are inclined to criticize unreasonably, would take more interest in the progress and
welfare of our Catholic societies,?in upholding them,
strengthening them, and elevating them to a higher
plane of usefulness they would probably see things
differently, and would be less insistent upon needless
threshings and winnowings."
?

The Two Sides.

*

*

»

Under the above caption the Messenger of the Sacred
Heart says " We read very much in Protestant newspapers about the defection of Catholic priests in
F>ance. For some reason the editors of these newspapers never notice or publish items like the following from the F>ench newspapers. The Seinaine Religieuse, of Autun, gives this form of retraction lately
made in public by one of these misguided men : I am
and wish to be faithful to the Catholic Church, and to
all the obligations which I have contracted towards
her. I have no right or mission to change her teachings in any way. I promise to do nothing that could
constrain my superiors to deprive me of the incomparable favor conferred on me by my ordination to

:

'

South Africa, Ashanti and China, and less than a
dozen words to the famine in India. If half the cash
England has paid out for war, during the last year,
?
?
?
were applied to the relief of her starving subjects in
Germany's Inconsistency.
India, they would not today be dying by millions like
The OUholic Mirror says that one of the leading
rotten sheep. And yet we have imperialists in Amerthe priesthood.' "
present
causes of the
disturbance was the siezure of ica,
and believers in the gospel of might."
* * »
Kiao-Chao in retaliation for the killing of two Jesuit
Irish and Italian Peasantry.
* *
missionaries. " Yet," says our esteemed contem- Pilgrims In Rome. *
" Within the last ten years," says the Casket, " a
porary, " this seizure was accomplished by Germany,
"All roads lead to Rome," says the Freeman of St. president of the French Republic, a prime minister of
which while protecting, for her own political objects, John,
N. B. "Never has the F;ternal City witnessed Spain, an empress of Austria, and a king of Italy have
Jesuits in China, does not admit them to her own such an influx of visitors as it has this year. Pilgrims been assassinated, and in every case the assassin was
realms."
from all quarters of the globe ; all colors and all an Italian. Thirty years ago the kingdom of Italy
»
»
»
nationalities turning like the needle to the magnet, was set up on the ruins of the Papal States amid the
Filipinos More Advanced Than the British.
rejoicings of the whole Protestant world. Today the
The SmiUwrn Messenger says " A despatch from animated by the one desire and impelled by the one
to
St. Peter's and receive the blessing of masses of the people in that kingdom are reduced by
hope;
see
Manila states that Capt. C. D. Roberts, who was captured by the Filipinos last May, had been paroled and the aged successor of the Fisherman. No wonder misgovernment to,a condition which is producing a
says in the closing chapter of
" Quo crop of the most dangerous anarchists in Europe. Are
was daily expected at Manila. It seems that the Sienkiewicz
Vadis":
'And
Nero
as a whirlwind, as a the Italian peasants ground down any more cruelly
passed,
so
Filipinos are somewhat in advance of the British, who
storm, as a fire, as war or death passes, but the basilica than those of Ireland have been? Perhaps not. But
neither parole nor exchange prisoners, but keep them
of the Irish people have faith, which the
in close prison-ships or send them into solitary exile, of Peter rules till now, from the Vatican heights, the the masses
city and the world.' "
government has done ita best to destroy in the
Italian
like convicts."
»
people of the Peninsula."
»
»
«
*
Vocations In Ireland.*
»
No Reason for Celebrating.
*
" Vocations to the convent in Ireland," says the What the Flag Stands For. *
Remarks the Monitor: " An attempt to get up an
Aye Maria,
" are so numerous that many young The New Centu-rt/ of Washington declares " The flag
amnesty fiesta in Manila, to celebrate Uncle Sam's
magnanimity, proved a wretched fiasco. A censored women are forced to go to other countries to find of the United States stands for right and justice ;?not
despatch states that the people are passive, unenthu- opportunities to follow the religious life. At Callan, for the American people, right or wrong,?but for the
siastic and not even interested. Perceiving no tangi- County Kilkenny, there is a missionary school under American people right. And, as they are generally
ble results of amnesty, those who were expected to the direction of the Sisters of Mercy, from which two right,?in spite of occasional attacks of this mania,
make the occasion memorable, refused to take part. hundred postulants have been sent to various religious the banner is at present the most untarnished national
They see no reason for celebrating. And who can orders in America and Australasia. The school re- flag tinder heaven. But it can not remain so, if those
ceives young women, tests their vocation by a sort of who bear it fancy that it symbolizes brute force,
blame them? "
»
»
«
preliminary novitiate, supplies any deficiences in their Ciisarian conquest, and the negation of Christian civilJingoism, Justice and Civilization.
early education, determines their special fitness for a ization. Does any true American believe that the
The Ctdluilic Record has this comment on the war in particular order, and then arranges for their reception. possession of Old Glory gives his nation a right to
South Africa: "The reading of Mr. Burdett-Coutts' So far only three of the postulants sent out from the deny all that George Washington fought for,?to give
description of one of the field hospitals near Bloem- training-school have failed to persevere. In carrying the lie to the immortal words of Jefferson in the Declarfontein would cool the ardor of the most enthusiastic out their noble work, the Sisters of Mercy have the ation of Independence? To say coolly to the religJingo. He intimates that, through lack of accomoda- doublemerit of asssisting young women to follow the ious orders and to the Filipinos
We will take your
tion and stretchers, hundreds of men stricken down religious life and of supplying worthy members to lands because we want them.' This is just what most
with typhoid, exposed to the cold of the evening and communities in countries not richly blessed with voca- of the cant resultant from Hag fury and blindness
to the mid-day heat, huddled against one another, tions."
means."
»
#
»
tormented by flies and sickening odors, were dying
*
*
*
Need of Active Catholic Societies.
Bishop Sbarrettl's Victory.
in abject misery. And for what?
Justice and
These words on the condition of things in England
The Catholic News has the following in itslatest issue:
civilization? "
?
?
as regards Catholic societies might well apply to our " KishopSbarretti, of Havana, has won a great victory
*
The Übiquitous Celt.
own land. They are from the Monitor and New Km: in Cuba. When he became head of the Havana dio"The Irish are always to the fore in every country "Our Catholic societies are for the most part feeble cese he set to work to secure a modification of the odibut their own," remarks the Freemun's Journal. "There and unknown because they have no permanence. ous civil marriage law then in force, a law that recogare the O'Donnells in Spain, the Taafs in Austria, the They rise and fall in a night, as the enthusiasm of
the nized only a civil ceremony and thus practically legisMcMahons in France, the Roberts and Bullers at the projectors burns and evaporates, or the advancing lated against marriages performed in the Catholic
head of the English army in South Africa, the Lynchs cares of life demand the full benefit of their energy. Church. This law was introduced shortly after the
in Chili. And in America the Irish are conspicuous Where have we in the Church any organization to be American occupation of Cuba. Bishop Sbarretti some
ago presented to Governor-General Wood a
in every branch of activity. What would the poor compared for one moment with the magnificent Y. M. months
petition of thousands of Cubans begging that the law
Anglo-Saxons do without them ? If the North Pole is C. A., to which so many Catholic young men are combe so amended that religious as well as civil ceremonundiscovered, it is because no Irishman has yet taken pelled to resort when they find themselves alone and ies be recognized as legal, or, in other word*, that the
it into his head to go up there. If they were only friendless in a strange town '.' Vast sums of money are marriage laws of the United States be introduced in
This was not an unreasonable request. It is
united, all the power of the British Fimpire could not raised yearly for Catholic charities having for their Cuba.
now announced that, ' After much consideration,
hold Ireland. Disunity is the Nemesis of the race."
object the rescue of the fallen, and of the children taking into account
the best opinion of ecclesiastical
»
»
who are born into the inheritance of the gutters of and political functionaries in Cuba, (iovernortien*
Of Interest to Poetic Aspirants.
our cities. But what is done for those who have not eral Wood directs that the ecclesistical ceremony be
as on a basis of legality
that upon
" It is a common anil unaccountable delusion," fallen, but who stand in imminent danger of losing recognized
which it rests in the United States. like
From Monday
says the Aye Maria, " of really sane persons to imagine their faith? Nothing.
Large numbers of young men next, therefore, those wishing to marry may g°
themselves possessed of poetic genius, which is a very yearly leave their homes to seek their
living in strange through the ecclesiastical or civil-ceremony, or both,
rare gift. F!ven born poets are born in leap year,? cities, where they are unknown. They find
at their option. This decision restores, to the Church
themselves the privileges it enjoyed
there are not one-fourth as many as people suppose, adrift from all the familiar moorings of
prior to the American occutheir boyhood. pation.' Thus an injustice
to the Catholic Church in
though poet-asters are plentiful. Oliver Wendell The intense longing of youth
for social intercourse Cuba has been righted. But had not Bishop Sbarretti.
Holmes once wrote to a literary aspirant: ' Poor sensi- with its fellows must be satisfied ; and it is
satisfied- backed by the leading Catholics of the island, probility and an ear for rhyme and rhythm are very comneedless to say, not with Catholic society. Where is tested earnestly and intelligently the Church would
stdl have cause to complain of discrimination again*'
mon gifts, and are constantly mistaken for poetic it to be found in our great cities? Is the
hardworking

:

:

?

'

'

:

'
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Ik through any mischance you do not receive your
Rkvikw regularly, every week, notify us immediately.
Kkkc informed on Catholic matters by reading the
Rkvikw regularly. Every week our pages are tilled
with instruction and entertainment. Notice the vari-

ety of subjects dealt with in this week's paper.
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the most ancient, powerful and extensive missionary
organization of the Christian faith." It adds, however, the singular information that " as the British
Flmpire is the greatest Moslem power in the world, its
Mohammedanand Hindoo subjects outnumbering by
hundreds of millions its Christian lieges, neither the
Queen nor any of the royal family take part in the
jubilee." If this fact be true, though it seems incredible, it is one reason the more for gratitude on our
part that the Catholic Church has no mere temporal
ruler for its head.

In the matter of the federation of Catholic societies
so much discussed of late, " C. R.," makes a good
That very High-church paper, the Catholic Champion
point in his letter on page 9 of this week's Rkvikw. It
New York, is greatly exercised over the recent
of
is a legal question that deserves to be examined.
action whereby the Missionary Society's Board of
Thk Japanese are showing excellent lighting qualiManagers cut down the stipends of missionaries in
ties in China. Pretty soon the Finglish magazine
organized dioceses. The evident fear of the Ckompim
writers will be claiming them for Anglo-Saxons, on the is that the money taken awayfrom the domestic field

theory that none but Anglo-Saxons have strenuosity
enough to tight.
An esteemed reader of the Rkvikw writes in its
praise as a very valuable Catholic paper. "Your short
paragraphs," he says, "may be compared to intellectual bullets fired strong and straight into the mind of

the reader. And they stay there."

Catholic parents who are thinking of sending a son

.. .
:

is to be used in the foreign. It says
"An ominous answer seoins to come, from Brazil
We
and Cuba and Mexico and the Philippine*).
are expected to join the sects in making war on the
ancient Catholic, churches and in winning away tboir
We would
members to ?who can tell what?
suggest, as to the foreign field, a free use of the privilege of sending specials to the end that the heathen
ma.v be converted, rather than that doubtful experiments may be tried upon Roman Catholics."
?

.

' '

or daughter to some Catholic institution of learning,
Thk Herald of Monday in reproducing our editorial
this fall, should examine the advertising columns of
the Rkvikw. We carry the advertisements of some of comments of last week transposes the little word
"not" in the last sentence thereby completely
the leading colleges and academies of the country.
On page 2 will be found a brief noticeof the reception
tendered to the Key. Jeremiah E. Millerick, pastor of

St. Joseph's Church, Wakefield, by his parishioners
on the occasion of his return from lOurope. None of
our reverend friends are more worthy of special honor
whether we consider personal merits or the value
of his services to religion
than Father Millerick.
?

?

" Murdkks, suicides, assassinations, wars! " exclaims the Congrtgationalist, reflecting upon the present
disturbed condition of the affairs of men ; and our
esteemed contemporary adds: " We are inclined to
echo the query of the Springfield Re/mblican, ' What in
the world is the matter with the world ? ' But didn't
the gentle Faber hit the secret when he wrote, many
years ago, ' 'Tis love that thou lackest, thou poor old

changing its meaning.

follows :

The Rkvikw's words were

at

?

" Under the, proper pressure we think the Herald
might be, induced not to pick out for publication, as it
did in the case of the A.ssuniptionists of Paris a week
or two ago, the most untrue, vicious or villainously
anti-Catholic side of questions, without at least intimating that there was another and entirely different

side."
Our esteemed contemporary in quoting the above
makes us say
"Under the proper pressure the Herald might wot
be induced, etc."
We have a much better opinion of our contempor
ary than that. We are quite sure it can be induced,
" under the proper pressure," to do justice to tin
Catholic side of questions.

:

?

A rkcknt non-Catholic conference had under disof tracts and how to use them.
It is regrettable to be obliged to say that too many cussion the subject
his methods of working
describing
in
speaker,
of our Catholic parents do not realize sufficiently the One
fairs,
aroused
the people so much
importance of the Sunday-school as an educational around country
him
several times, and they were
applauded
factor. In this age of skepticism our children need that they
Yet the earnestness shown
laughter.
moved to
more than ever before to be thoroughly instructed in often
excites sympathy, even while one has to criticize
the teachings of the Church. To accomplish this
methods. The audience was told that one class ol
wished-for result we require not only intelligent and
but
the
earnest
likewise
co-oper- people who ought to use tracts is housekeepers.
painstaking teachers,
a
pitiable
sight
to see
" Have them on the parlor table, so that callers
ation of the parents. Is it not
may read them while waiting. Place them in the
the sons and daughters of Catholic men and women
chambers for your guests, give them to your kitchen
growing up in almost complete ignorance of their regirls and the grocerman, always accompanied with a
ligion ? The responsibility of parentsin this matter is
kind word and a prayer, and God will not fail to bless
them. Another class is business men. I know of
very great. We earnestly wish they realized it more
some
who use tracts constantly, passing them out as
keenly.
they pay their bills, or inclosing them in packages.
Thk valuable " Scientific Chronicle " of the American
Ticket agents put them out with tickets. One agent
Bays that twenty pontons wrote him that they had
CatliolicQuartcrlu informs us that through the generosity
been converted by the tracts he had given them.
of the late Miss Catherine Wolfe Bruce, the Jesuit asAnother class consists of teachers in our schools. As
tronomer, F"ather Hagen, director of Georgetown Cola companion of youth you have an influence second to
none in the community. The last class embraces all
lege Observatory, has been enabled to publish his atlas
those who are not included in theother classes. Every
work
seven
he
has
been
at
for
on
which
of variablestars
body can engage in tract disposition. It is a business
years. A sum of $1,7.50 had to be met, even after the
that does not require much time or capital, but it does
require tact and prayerfulness and an earnest desire
possible sale of such a publication had been taken
to be of use to God."
into account. Professor Pickering, director of the
We can not help thinking what a hue and cry would
Harvard College Observatory, very kindly called Miss
be
raised if any one tried to pass round Catholic
Bruce's attention to the matter, and publicly declared
in the public schools, or even proposed to do
tracts
that his appreciation of the forthcoming atlas was
thing. But we can not help thinking, either,
best shown by this very practical action which he had such a
that we should like to find similar ardent agents for
taken in its behalf, and that when the new work apwould wonder how they got on the tracts of the Catholic Truth Society.

world.' "

peared, astronomers

previously without its aid. Miss Bruce subsequently
added $1,400 to her first gift, and later still $630.
the occasion
Current History for August remarks, on
of the English
anniversary
of the two hundredth
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in foreign
the Congregation
parts, that this society is, next to
Church,
sic Propaganda Fide of the.Koman Catholic

"

What do Dean Hodges and his friends think of
the masterly analysis of his lectures which the Rev.
Mr. Starbuck gives the public, this week and thi*
through the columns of the Rkvikw ? " It is the Catholic Church," declares Mr. Starbuck, "and not Luther
who teaches that (iod regards the ' how' rather than
the what' of actions." And again " In a word foi
?

'

:
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aught that I can see, Dean Hodges everywhere
plucks the plumes of Catholic doctrine in order to
cover with them the unevangelical nakedness of original Lutheranism." Here is the sentence which a
Protestant scholar passes on the literary and historical work which Dean Hodges has been imposing on
the too credulous public of Cambridge "Heedlessness
and slovenliness of statement degenerating into direst
reversals of fact and truth, deform his account of this
matter from first to last." How does our friend Mr.
Hill of the Cambridge Trilnme regard this sentence ?

:

Thk daily press is announcing that Bishop Potter of
the Episcopal church in New York will soon ask the
help of another bishop to aid him in his work. Not
only is he erecting a cathedral to cost $10,000,000, of
which less than $:>,000,000 is yet secured ; but he is
said to be greatly interested in the erection in Manila
of a church, parish house, schools, etc, which interest
took him last year around the world. So far, about
$»50,000 has been raised toward the Manila project.
Yet the Rev. Henry Swift, an Episcopalian chaplain,
has lately written in the Living Cluirch, a leading paper
of Bishop Potter's denomination,a long and glowing
account of the faith and devotion of the Filipinos,
and has asked the very pertinent questions
" Shall we disturb them? What urgent call have
we to disturb them? There is much here to make us
humble. Their church going contrasts with our home
staying. Their reverence will show well beside our
profane use of the sacred names of God and Jeßus.
Also, judged from what I can observe, their religion
powerfully affects the private life in the direction of
morality, especially as regards purity and honesty in
their business transactions."
Why does Bishop Potter interfere with these people

:

?

at all ?
Wk learn with great pleasure that in response to an
offer of two four-year scholarships for Cuban young
women made by the convent school at Fhnmittsburg,
Md., Bishop Sbarretti sent there a short time ago two

Cuban girls of the same family, made orphans by the
late war. They sailed to the United States with the
wife of General Chaffee. An example most worthy
of imitation has been set to our many religious

communities by this admirable and prompt action of
the good Sisters of Charity ever foremost in kind
deeds. It has been noticeable, during the visit of our
Cuban guests in Cambridge, that the ladies have been
extremely interested in visits to convents and in in-

terviews with the Sisters. No one can tell how
vocations might develop from continued intercourse and friendship. At any rate, the bond between
the Catholic people of Cuba and the United States
would be greatly intensified by the daily intercourse
of teachers and pupils during the school term ; and
moreover, an opportunity would frequently be given
to the Sisters, to begin and maintain a course in
Spanish. That language will certainly be greatly
needed henceforth in the curriculum of studies in our
schools.
many

The Sisters of Charity and the Lepers.
The NorUiwestern Christian Advocate, which in its editorial columns rarely has a good word to say of Catholics or the Catholic Church, prints in its issue of Aug.
8 an account of the leper hospital at Quito, FJcuador,
written by the wife of the United States minister to
that country, Mrs. A. J. Sampson, remarkable for the
tribute it pays to the Catholic nuns who devote their
lives to the service of the afflicted ones of Christ.
" Among these different classes of unfortunates are
twelve resident Sisters of Charity who are here, there
and everywhere. Clothed in white, with kind, placid
faces, they minister to the suffering and speak cheer:
ful words to each.
" The Mother Superior, who told us she had been in
charge twelve years, had a face only in a thousand,
strong and resolute with a light upon it that spoke for
the Spirit within. We asked her how she could endure to speml her life among such scenes. We were
about leaving and, without a word, she took my hand
in hers and led me to a tiny chapel hung in white.
The altar was strewn with flowers; on one side hung
a picture of Our Mother of Sorrows' and near it
hung one of 'The Good Shepherd,' to which she
pointed and our question was answered. We stood
by her side a moment, looking into the face of the

'
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Good Shepherd, and the contrast with all we had seen
and felt during the two hours before, was such that a
hush fell upon us and, in thought, we were transported beyond the clouds.
"A moment later the great doors banged behind us,
we passed into the fresh air and sunshine in silence
and with thankful hearts for the blessings which
srowned onr own lives, while each felt that within
was the greatest aggregation of misery we had ever
seen, which was relieved only by the self-denial and
patient endurance of a handful of women who had
consecrated their lives to a willing service for others
and who never turn back, but go calmly on in their
chosen work until from age or weakness they are
forced to give it into other hands."

CUBAN CHARITIES.
The Si. Vincent dc Paul Quarterly for August opens
with a very noteworthy article on "Cuban Charities, as Seen By an American." Once again experience is showing us that the Cubans have not
everything to learn from us. Mr. Homer Folks, secretary of the New York State Charities Aid Association, has lately been to Cuba, in the interests of its
public charities, and has during several weeks made

a careful study of its institutions and charitable
methods. From him the Quarterly obtained certain
interesting statements. In the first place, there is
now very littleif any actual suffering from the want of
food, clothes or shelter ; and Mr. Folks says:?

" The improved condition is due most of all to the
marked generosity and hospitality of the Cuban people. Hundreds of families, whose livelihood was
assured, though limited, took into their homes one,
two, three, or even more orphan children, and still
continue to care for them. Relatives assumed, as a
matter of course, the support of widows and children,
as soon as their whereabouts became known."
When it was found that the emergency needs had
been met, attention was then turned to the subject of
permanent provision for the relief of the poor, and the
question naturally arose: " What had been done in
the days before the war? What poor law had she,
what poor-house system, what out-door relief, what
overseers of the poor? " Astonishing as it may seem
to us, Cuba had none of these things. We quote
again :
" Then there must have been a great deal of suffering, was the natural comment of the American. Not
at all, was the reply of the Cuban, we had no suffering before the war. But what happened to orphans?
Their relatives took care of them. And if they had no
relatives? Their neighbors took them in and cared
for them. And what happened to destitute aged
persons. Their children, relatives or neighbors cared
for them."
?

Mr. Folks says thatfurther inquiry proved the substantial correctness of these statements.
The poor were cared for, and well cared for, in the
most natural and helpful way possible, by their own
relatives, or by friends and neighbors. The orphan
asylums were in the large cities and were few in num-

"

ber.

They were, as a rule, endowed institutions or

Church institutions. In either case they were usually
under the immediate charge of the religious orders of
the Catholic Church. While as to sanitary conditions
and in some other respects they were below the high
standard maintained by such institutions in the
United States, proof is not wanting of the devotion of
the Sisters to the well-being of their charges."
The whole paper furnishes ample reason for us to
agree with Mr. Folks that while " we can teach Cuba
something as to sanitation, discipline, and the efficient management of institutions, hospitals, and asy-

lums, Cuba can teach us some valuablelessons as to
utilizing the natural resources of the community, the
help which relatives, friends and neighbors will gladly
give, when other and less worthy provision is made."

DOES THE "HERALD" GIVE BOTH SIDES?
The Herald's editorial replying to our last week's
will hardly satisfy its Catholic readers. The
reply strikes us as lacking in that candor which usually
comment-,

characterizes the Herald's work. Where is the sense
in telling us that the

" Herald is an independent and

non-sectarian newspaper in a free country ? " Is that
the reason it suppressed the truth about the Assumptionists of France ? "The Herald is hospitable to all

IIEzVRT REVIEV

opinions," we are told. If so, why did not the Herald
tell its readers that the respectablenon-Catholic papers
of the world pronounced the government charges
against the Assumptionists groundless?
"The
Herald is not an organ of any party in religion
or politics," we are solemnly assured. Maybe
not, but does this fact, if it is a fact, justify
the Herald in deceiving its readers by giving
editorial currency to what its contemporaries showed
to be a lie? "It tries to be just to all and to tell the

6
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CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM

BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

cm.

I have said that Dean Hodges no more gives us
Luther's real gospel than Luther gives us Paul's. This
is how Dr. Hodges describes Luther's doctrine of justification by faith." " The essential meaning of this
doctrine is that God looks more at the heart than he
the hands ; cares more about the how than
truth," goes on the. Herald. How hard did the Herald does at
does
about the what' of human actions, and ache
" try "tobe " just" to the Assumptionists? Did it counts no number' of external acts as of any value
tell a word of truth of them ? Here is a familiar estiwithout love."
mate which the Herald gives us of itself: " an indeIt is well that Dr. Hodges is Dean of the Divinity
pendent newspaper of a sincerely catholic spirit toward
and not professor of theology. At least, if
School,
all truth," except the truth about the Assumpthis is a specimen of his capacity to distinguish and
tionists, it ought to have added. Can't the Herald
state doctrines, he would have to be pronounced
see that it is merely throwing dust in our eyes by this
thoroughly incompetent. This description of Luther's
kind of talk? The ground of complaint against the
doctrine
is not even a caricature. A caricature must
Herald is that it is not what it pretends to be. It prehave
some
relation to tbe thing caricatured. This
tends to give both sides of every important question,
description has no relation whatever. It is merely a
but as a matter of fact, it does not. It gave but one side
feeble echo of F'roude's Carlyleancant. F'roude's "scanregarding the charges against theAssumptionists; worse
dalous ignorance and carelessness" in religious and
than all, the side it gave was the side the whole newsdoctrinal matters, even where he is not thinking of
paper world said was the wrong side, the French govis remarked on by the Expot&or,in speakcontroversy,
ernment side, the notoriously and vallainously unjust
ing of his paper on Bunyan. Nay, even in matters
side. Will tbe Herald tell its readers why it did not
purely historical and external he does not take the
give the other side, the fair side, the side of justice?
slightest pains to ascertain the facts, if they are not
It is all very well for the Herald to say "We shall
right in his way. Take, for instance, in his little book
have no controversy with our hyper-sensitive contemon the Council of Trent, his brief allusion to the relaporary." That is right. We are opposed to controtions between Charles Y. and his mother. Not only
versy and shall have none of it. But the Herald can
is it, so far as it has a meaning, utterly at variance
tell its readers why on this Catholic question it refuses
with historical fact, but for the most part it has no
to justify its boast of giving both sides. We protest
meaning at all. As Tyndall would have said,you can
against the Herald's attempt to dodge a plain duty by
not make any "mental presentation" of it.
appealing to " Roman Catholics who are both intelliNow F'roude's intrinsic and universal carelessness
gent and candid and also good American citizens."
becomes
ten times aggravated when he has to speak
This ancient, threadbare and flim-flam device should
I will not say that he despises religion
doctrine.
be so transparent by this time even to the dull wit of of
he despises every attempt to give it an
so
much
that
the Herald's " intelligent" Catholics as to be no
intellectual
form. That would be going too far. The
longer serviceable. We believe the Herald means
general principles and instincts of Christian Theism
well, and that with a little friendly advice such as we
to have a pretty fair hold upon him. There
shall be glad to give it from time to time, it will be in appear
he stops. To make any careful endeavor, however
fact what it is now only in theory a really indeconfessedly tentative, to state our relations to God,
pendent journal which will give both sides of imporand God's relations to the world, is a labor from which
tant questions.
his essentially esthetic and self-pleasing nature shrinks
THE
IS
"HERALD" AN A. P. A. JOURNAL? and rebels. Accordingly, although he can not mention Luther without saying something aboutLuther's
Editor Review :?
doctrine of justification by faith, he gives a descripI do not believe in shouting "A. P. A.!" at everytion of it that is even farther from it than that of
body who goes wrong about Catholic questions. It.
Hodges, if you can talk of more or less in two
Dr.
seems tome that the Herald's denial of such a charge
statements
that have about as much to do with the
will hold good. We ought to discriminate in these
matters. I should classify that journal differently.
matter supposed to be set forth as with the binomial
My own impression, from many years' reading of
theorem.
the Herald,\n that the most of its editorial staff are not
Froude tells us that Luther's doctrine means about
A. P. A.s, but rather what I should call, for want of a
this, that God does not love a lie or a sham, and that
better term, cheap infidels, Bob Ingersoll and Tom
Paine men ; not philosophic doubters or thoughtful una sham in the long run is no good. Now all this is
believers, but just a lot of half-educated, hardly literperfectly true. It is also perfectly true that the planet
ate and rather gross materialists. Such men as I have
Mars revolves between Tellus and Jupiter, not countdescribed are always conceited and fundamentally
in the asteroids. Bat one of these true statements
ing
intolerant, and they always dislike and even hate the
has about as much to do with Luther's doctrine as the
Catholic Church. Their chief "claim" (as they themselves would say in their own peculiar language) is
other, that is, nothing at all. Froude, however, was
that they are " liberal," but when their liberality
infected with Carlyle's endless and at last canting
comes into contact with anything Catholic it, quickly
denunciations of cant and sham, and as Luther was
disappears. To a regular reader of the Harold this
certainly a very ponderous fact in the world, and no
dislike is as plain, is shown as unmistakably in a
illusion, Froude thought that one of Carlyle's tiresome
thousand ways, as if it were a professedly anti-Catholic journal. I repeat, then, that the Herald is not an
commonplaces might do to tack on for a label to
A. P. A. paper, but I declare positively that it is, in
Luther's doctrine of justification by faith, which he
spirit and in fact, anti-Catholic.
himself
was too lazy to understand. Dean Hodges
.Every reader of the Herald's editorial page knows
follows him, and talks about " the doctrine of justifiits dullness, its lumbering and clumsy style, the frecation by faith, with its emphasis on sincerity and its
quent awkwardness with which it misuses anil murders the King's English. Unfortunately, the spectacle
hatred of a sham." And this about the man who told
of illiterate persons professionally engaged in literaPhilip of Hesse that he was a poor stick if he shrunk
ture is only too common. The Heral'l, however, seems
from
" a good plump lie " for the benefit of " the true
to have lately taken on a new hand who really has
religion
"; the man that set up in the Lutheran church
ideas and knows how to write. His defence of the
Herald against your charges is a very skilful performthe doctrine that there are " edifying and salutary
ance, and the Herald should be thankful to him for
lies "; the man whoinstructed his preachers to disguise
making the very best of a bad situation. Of course
the difference between his worship and the Mass, so
anybody who read the Sunday Serali't "Assumptionthat the common people might not remark it the
ist" article could see plainly that the writer assumed
man who once threatened the people of Wittenberg,
the Conybeare article to be true and intended the
Herald's readers to believe all its statements.
when they displeased him, that if they did not slop
A Herald Kkakkk.
he would recant all he had taught and leave them i n

' '
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the lurch, adding, " After all, what harm will the
Pope's Mass do you? " Here is your emphasis on
sincerity, and hatred of a sham !
Yet, after all, Luther's doctrinehas something to do
with shams. It may be defined as justification by a
sham righteousness. What is imputed righteousness
but a sham righteousness when it justifies a man who
not only has no inherent righteousness, but who receives from God, in the act of believing, no power or
principle that engenders inherent righteousness? God,
it is true, "quickeneth the dead, and calleth things
that are not as though they were." We could understand God's justifying a soul that in a sense is empty
of good, if we understand that in pronouncing it just
He communicates thejustice which He imputes. But
this is denied by Luther. So far from emphasizing
love, as Dr. Hodges insists, he denies the necessity of

love. He owns that it is desirable, but postpones the
absolute necessity of it to the heavenly life. It was
the Catholic Church, not Luther, that declared love
necessary to salvation. "Justified before love and
without love "; where is the emphasis laid on love
there? Are these words genuine or not? Doellinger
quotes them from Luther ; Newman from Doellinger.
Referring them to champions of Luther, I find no
denial of their authenticity. It is not love that Luther
requires as a condition of justification, but simply confidence of being justified. Dean Hodges seems to have
exactly reversed the relative positions of the Catholics
and the original Lutherans.
Does Luther teach that God, in justifying, looks
more at the " how " than at the what " of actions,
that is, more at the inward dispositions from which
they proceed than at their outward form ? Not at all.
God, according to him, in justifying, takes no account
either of inward dispositions or of outward actions.

"

He only asks: Has this man, in order to be justified,
a confidence that he is already justified ? If he believes this irrational and impossible thing, this transparent and aggravated sham, then I justify him.
Otherwise Ido not. His inward dispositions and his
actions, good, bad or indifferent, antecedent, concurrent or subsequent, have nothing whatever to do
with his justification.
It is the Catholic Church, not Luther, who teaches
that God regards the " how" more than the what
of actions. In other words, she teaches that a cup of

"

"

cold water, given in the love of God and man, has a
covenanted claim on an increase of charity and justification, merits it of condignity. On the other hand,
she teaches that to give all our goods to feed the poor,
out of ostentation, deepens our condemnation, and
that even to distribute them wisely and laboriously,
out of simple natural compassion, though certainly
not displeasing to God, has no covenant claim on the
bestowmentof charity and justification, although it is
permitted to believe that such things, done in sincerity, help to dispose the soul to an easier reception of
justifying grace, as was also held by John Wesley and
the early Methodists. Indeed, they went to lengths
which the Catholic Church will not permit, teaching
that the reception of the FCucharist has a converting
value even where the receiver knows himself to be in
mortal sin, something which she accounts sacrilege,
excusing it with difficulty in cases of ignorance.
In a word, for aught that I can see, Dean Hodges
everywhere plucks the plumes of Catholic doctrine, in
order to cover with them the unevangelical nakedness
of original Lutheranism. He describes as hatred of
sham a doctrine the very core and center of which is
a sham. He praises the emphasis laid upon love by
his hero who puts love out of court as an irrelevant
thing, almost an impertinence. He censures the Catholic Church for putting the form of action above the
spirit, whereas she ascribed then, as much as now, to
a small action animated by charity a value, not of degree but of kind, infinitely above that of the greatest
not animated by charity. Heedlessness and

action
slovenliness of statement, degenerating into directrethis
versals of fact and truth, deform his account of
matter from first to last.

Andover, Mats.

Chaklks C. Starbuck:.
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REVIEW
Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Aug. 19.
Eleventh Sunday after Pentecost. Feast of St.
Joachim, father of the Blessed Virgin. The epistle
of the Sunday, I. Cor., XV. 1-10 ; gospel, St. Mark
VII. 31-37. The gospel bears evidence that material
things and ceremonies help our spiritual life and raise
our minds to God. Among the many doctrines that
separate us from Protestants our belief on these points
stands conspicuous. Unfortunately Protestants not
only reject, in theory at any rate, ceremonies and
those external acts of religion which help to raise the
mind to God, but they also insist that Catholics make
religion consist in the performance of these external
acts. Protestants as a rule fail completely to understand the principle which underlies the Catholic position. It is well stated by Rev. Father Tyrrell in these
words " Christ has not merely redeemed the whole
man, body and soul; the whole creation visible as
well as invisible; but He has used the weaker element
for the redemption of the stronger; saving the spirit
through the flesh ; the invisible through the visible ;
the internal through the external; He has chosen the
feeble things of this world to confound the strong ;
the foolish to confound the wise ; the ignoble to confound the noble ; the things that relatively are not to
confound the things that are? to confound,' that is
to rebuke, to humble, and to exalt and redeem." The
miracle of this day's gospel illustrates and enforces
this truth. " And they bring to Him one that was deaf
and dumb; and they besought Him to lay His hand
upon him." Their request is that the Saviour should
lay His hand on the unfortunate man. If it were
wrong to use this external means Christ ought not
only to refuse the request but He should correct the
error of these people and remind them that God's
favors are secured not by such useless external meansYet what do we find? The gospel tells us: "And
taking him aside from the multitude, He put His
fingers into his ears, and spitting, He touched his
tongue : and looking up to heaven, He groaned, and
said to him Epheta, which is, Be opened. And immediately his ears were opened, and the string of his
tongue was loosed, and he spoke right." Commentators agree that Christ by this miracle not only
restored to this atllieted man the perfect use of his
speech and hearing, but that he opened also the ears
and tongue of his soul, that they might listen to His
inspirations, and believe that He was the Messiah,
and that they might ask and obtain of Him pardon of
theirs sins. A Protestant commentator says "Christ
by these signs would awaken his faith, and stir up in
him the lively expectation of a blessing." Constantly
do we find our Redeemer accompanying the spiritual
blessings which he bestows by such external acts. He
recognized the intimate union which exists between
body and soul: He wished that the body and its
senses should serve to raise the soul to God and to the
contemplation of heavenly truths. He knew that the
body with its appetites was the constant occasion of
sin ; He would purify this body; He would make it
the helpmate of the soul a ladder by which the soul
should beaided in its ell'orts toreach itsCreator. This
is the underlying principle of all externalreligion. If
these ceremonies, these external acts of devotion, this
kneeling posture, and similar external acts, do not
help to raise the mind and heart to God, they are
worthless. If any one could be so ignorant as to
make religion and the service of God consist in such
acts they would sin and be the more displeasing to
God. This however is not the doctrine and teaching
of the Church, and even the mere children know well
the purpose of all these ceremonies and externals.
The body no less than the soul must be redeemed,
and it was not without purpose that St. John announced that " the Word was madeflesh " rather than
" the Word became man."
" For flesh hath cleansed what flesh hath stained,
And God's own flesh as God hath reigned."

:

'

:

Sunday.
It was a true miracle which enabled Mary to live
separated from her well beloved Son. Her love for
Him was so strong, so ardent, so inflamed, that it ut.
tered no sigh which was not calculated to burst all the
bonds of her body ; it wafted no desire toward heaven,
which must not have drawn with it the soul of Mary.
The weary years of exile past and gone,
Behold at last the Blessed Mother lying
Upon her little couch it is the dawn,
And she is slowly dying.
Love in its furnace of intense desire
Hath melted steadily her prison bars;
The last frail link dissolves. Be swift, sweet fire !
Her glad eyes glow like stars '.

:

Monday.
" As 1 gaze upon that figure of Christ upon the cross,
it becomes forme a reality, the living form of Christ,
and I see behind it the altar where He is the living
sacrifice in the Sacrament of His love and I see
above the cross the crown of glory that will be the
reward of those who live the life of Christ, believe in
Him, and follow Him in suffering and sorrow."
?

How grandly through the childlike face
The pure majestic spirit shows
Its constant union with its God
Through all this deep repose.

Tuesday.

The Lord of nature is the Lord also of hearts and
wills. Surely and faithfully He rules them, filling His
Church with the Spirit of holiness, making her His
dwelling-place, and through her filling every heart
with His Holy Spirit, that each one of us may be fitted
to be His habitation through all eternity.
The close espousals of a soul
Whose every motion upward tends ;
A golden ladder, by whose aid
FCach word and act ascends.
Wednesday.
The Blessed Virgin has rejoined her Son, and the
nine choirs of angels hail her as their queen, the Mistress of the Universe, the Mother of their Lord. Yet
in her happy home she never can forget us ; she never
can forget what it cost her to become our Mother.
Can aught within us or around,
On earth beneath, in heaven on high,
Or yet within creation's bound,
Avail thy state to magnify ?
What can fresh dignity afford
Unto the Mother of the Lord ?

:

?

This religious principle recognizes the fact that all
nature partook in a measure of man's sin, and suffered
thereby, or was put, as it were, out of joint, and that
the Incarnation was intended to remedy this state of
thingß and bring the whole visible world to the service
of man and the glory ofGod.
flonday, Aug. 20.
St.

Bernard.

Tuesday, Aug. 21.
St. Jane Frances dc Chantal.
Wednesday, Aug. 22.
Octave of the Assumption.
Thursday, Aug. 23.
Vigil of St. Bartholomew, Apostle.
Friday, Aug. 24.
St. Bartholomew,Apostle.
Saturday, Aug. 25.
St. Louiß, King of France.

Thursday.
May God either give me wealth sufficient for my desires, or else infuse into my heart such a contempt for
riches that I may no longer desire them; either free
me from poverty, or make it so lovable that 1 shall
prefer it to all the treasures of the world ; either put
an end to my sufferings, or grant that they may become for me a source of pleasure and contentment.

For the Holy Spirit testeth,
With the Hammer and the Fire,
Noting each defect, nor resteth
Till we're fit to go up higher.
Help me, gracious Lord, to know
All Thy will, no duty shirk ;
With the fire, or with the blow,
Perfect me to do Thy work.
Friday.
God's Spirit in the innermost depths of our being, is
soothing, healing, strengthening, comforting, purifying us, hour by hour. He is ever gently stirring our
souls, as the summer air that breathes so softly amid
the forest leaves. Truly God is with us. Truly we
are His temples, bearing Him in our bodies?a precious
treasure in earthen vessels.
Reigneth over all the Spirit
Of the F"ather and the Son ;
Yet in lowly hearts He dwelleth,
Till the work of God be done.
Saturday.
How kind the Blessed Virgin was at the marriagefeast of Cana She was anxious to help her hosts,
even in a matter of slight moment. Surely, as Queen
of Heaven, she will not refuse to help, in graver matters, those who turn to her with confidence. She is at
once the handmaid and the parent of God, at once
virgin and mother.
And if the millions of our race
Should give themselves thy slaves to be ;
Ifkings should bow before thy face,
And peoples pledge their fealty ;
What were it to His service 'neath
1 The cottage roof of Nazareth?

I
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THE CHINESE

QUESTION. Empire, the CrimeanWar was declared against her. We

Li Lavandou, Var, France, July 24, I'.HJO.
The conceit and self-complacency of the AngloSaxon, and indeed of all the white races, more or less,
is simply immense. It is unparalleled, exceptperhaps
by that which distinguished the Jewish people in
former days. Because Providence had chosen this
people for the accomplishment of certain designs, the
ultimate scope of which was to include the whole
human race, they flatteredthemselves that the nations,
i. e., the Gentiles, only existed for their benefit. After
the chosen people had filled the cup of iniquity, heedless of the last pathetic, despairing appeal: "Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, thou who killest the prophets," etc., there
came that final and most terrible siege of Jerusalem,
which made them henceforth a people without a
country, without an altar. Another proud empire intoxicated with military and material greatness condemned all men without its imperial precincts as mere
barbarians. And we all know how these barbarians,
our ancestors, overthrew the mighty empire of the
Gcsars. We, their'descendants, flatter ourselves that,
because we have swayed the scepter of science and
civilization for many centuries, we do so in virtue of
some inherent race qualities, which can never depart
from us, and that " our candlestick can never be
moved" whatever may have happened to the rushlights of antiquity. But if we have been the leaders
of the world in science and civilization, it is merely
because we were Christendom, and we would do well
to call nothing common or unclean, remembering
those other warning words : " Think ye that God can
mot out of these stones raise upchildren to Abraham ?"
But for the infidelity and the unchristian dissensions
of Christendom the whole world would be Christ's
kingdom today. These unhappy strifes, the revolt of
Photius in the ninth century, ending in the FOastern
schism, and above all, the disastrous Protestant revolt that deluged Europe in blood, are responsible for
the overthrow of the Christian principalities of the
earth and the immensepower of Islam, notably of the
Ottoman FCmpire, whose aggressiveness menaced all
Europe as late as 1683. Nor has the last battle between
Christendom and Islam yet been fought. I have repeated this many times since six years, and I repeat it
again. If it be true that the massacres at Pekin have,
been accomplishedby the MohammedanChinese troops
under General Tung Siang, I consider the situation
very serious, indeed. The world has yet to learn what
a power for evil is in Islamism ; from its ranks, I
think, will arise the latter day " scourge of God " to
chastise the apostate nations of Christendom. It was
the infusion of the generating principle of Islamism
that rendered irresistible the hordes of Central Asia,
that founded the Mongul Empire in India and subjugated Russia for three centuries, that triumphed and
still triumphs on the Bosphorus. Secret societies are
ipso facto obnoxious and a menace to society, and
Islam in Asia and Africa is honeycombed with them;
so lis China. Should the Buddhistic Chinese become
galvanized by that dangerous vitality which is the
very breath of Islam and its generating principle,
Christendom may have a care, or rather what is
known as Christendom by courtesy, for the cancer of
protesting negation has devoured one by one the
vital truths of Christianity. Still it is strictly true to
say of many Christian sects " Thou hast a name,"
for all Christian beliefs ihave been eliminated. While
so-called Christian governments have all more or less
apostatized, if only by their divorce laws, adopted by
every state except South Carolina and Spain, I believe.
Divorce is merely successive polygamy and it is only
a question of time when monogamy, that has been
the great line of demarkation between Eastern and
Western civilization, shall vanish from the legislation
of Christendom so-called. Then indeed will it be
" ready for the burning."
?

:

?

It was an immense and irreparable misfortune
that the cordial understanding which existed before
the Crimean War between England and Russia was
destroyed. They are the two great powers, and the
preponderant factors in Asia and China. Some years
ago I wrote in " Slav and Moslem," ( page 148) On
these " two nationsdevolves the mission more or less
onerous, more or less lucrative,|of introducing and promoting civilization in Asia. Shall her fertile plains be
made the scene of strife and carnage, or shall her
ancient glories be restored and her latent potentialities
developed by the combined efforts of Slav and
Saxon?" Working hand in hand on Christian lines,

:

the solution of the Eastern question and the renovation of Asia could have been peacefully accomplished.
Instead of this, also, what do we see? In the eighteenth century, Voltarian Revolutionary France, having abandoned the protectorate of the Eastern Christians, Russia took her place. After many hardly earned
victories she exacted a formal recognition from the
Turks, but when Russia sought to enforce her treatyconferred right to protect the Christians of the Ottoman
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know how the re-establishment of the tottering Ottoman Empire, to which Lord Salisbury so complacently
referred in his circular to the Powers as England's
work, led.up to the Bulgarian and the Armenian massacres, to say nothing of minor horrors that pass unrecorded and of those to come. It is said that the
Ottoman
has been storing up large supplies of
ammunition and engines of war during the last few
years that FCurope has been looking over the Chinese
wall and chattering about " open doors." Who knows
what surprises may be in store for us in this direction
while a crusade of vengeance is being waged under the
walls of Pekin ? It is stated today that the island of
Cyprus, which England acquired by way of counsel
fees for concocting that wicked treaty of Berlin, is in
revolt. The Afrides in the northwest of India are also
on the warpath. No man can surmise what proportion the conflagration may assume. The massacres of
Pekin are inexpressibly revolting, if true, and they
will no doubt be Bummarily avenged, though Ifear that,
as in the Indian mutiny, the worst culprits will escape.
Nevertheless, we must not forget that China is taking
her revenge at the present moment. Who has kept a
record of the thousandsof lives simply butchered when
Flngland bombarded Chinese ports to compel them to
buy opium, and in the Anglo-F>ench aggressions of
18bo, and again in 1885 ? It was a case of " Be my
customer or I will slaughter you," another form of the
Sois mon trire ou je te tut of the French Revolution, all
in the name of civilization and progress.
Whatever may be the contingencies of the Chinese
war, Russia will probably come out with the lion's
share, and the more leonine the better. She alone of
all the white races will stoop to raise the race with
whom she has ties of consanguinity. Moreover, four
hundred millions can not very well be exterminated.
Russia bore the brunt of the Tartar invasion in the
past, and she may save Europe again by drilling into
civilization and raising them, if not to the top notch
of Anglo-Saxon standards, at least to her own level.
After all, Russia is eminently Christian, and her people are essentially peaceful and agricultural.
If she has persecuted Polish Catholics, German
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a century reduced to naught, apparently. But apparently only, for I think that China will be thegreat
recruiting ground of the Church in the future, when
the schism is healed.
In the interval, however, many tragic scenes, I fear,
will be enacted. In effecting the coup d'etat by which
she outwitted Sir Claude Mac lonald and his tool, the
reformer Rang yu Mci, who had complete ascendancy
over the deposed Emperor Kowang Chu, the FCmpress
dowager gave hostages to the anti-foreign element,
and notably to the Boxers. This term is a very inappropriate one applied to them by the English. They
are really a congeries of secret societies, the Freemasons of the East, in a word. Charity and ethnical
but
culture are ostensibly their chief objects in life
they are in reality a politico religious organization.
Devil worship is undoubtedly practised among them,
and their adepts accomplish remarkable feats which
scientists would attribute to hypnotism or some other
ism. When the religious or any hyper-physical element is infused into warfare its terrors are multiplied.
This element and the recrudescence of Anglo-Russian
animosity are the most formidable factors of the situation, in my opinion.
Author of "Slav ani> Mosi.knl."
?

-???

Written for the Review.

THE JESUIT IN FICTION.
BY WALTER E. M' CANN.

The Jesuits, although making a conspicuous figure
in fiction, do not receive much better treatment from
the novelists than from a great, many people who deal
in realities of life. The Society of Jesus has played so
important and so strange a part in the world, and the
popular imagination has persisted in enveloping it in
so much mystery, that it is not remarkable if the
writers of stories have found the attraction of the organization irresistible as a means of exciting the curiosity and interest of readers. There was a time when,
the truth about the Jesuits not being very well
known among persons outside the Catholic Church,
it was natural to expect writers to seize the Society as an admirable subject around which to
weave strange tales and mysterious contrivings ; but
Lutherans and Stundists as well as Jews, it was done it is somewhat surprising to find novelists in our own
entirely from political and economical reasons. Macday using once more this threadbare theme. Only reaulay, in his admirable essay on Ranke's History of cently, picking up a book by an author of such poputhe Church, declares that Catholicism soon after the larity and good standing as Henry Seton Merriman, I
Protestant revolt more than recuperated in the New was amused, and, also, 1 confess,a little astonished, to
World what had been lost in the Old. China, 1 think, observe that the plot of the tale turned upon the dowill be the great recruiting-ground of the Church in ing of the Jesuits. Likewise it was to be noted that
the future the soil of Japan and China, since the the principal character was a Jesuit?a villain of melodays of St. Francis Xavier, has been soaked over and drama and mystery, of course. The story is "The
over again with the blood of apostles and martyrs, like Slave of the Lamp," but it has never achieved the
so many green crops ploughed in to prepare a rich popularity of Mr. Merriman'sother novels, and hence
harvest some day. The great purpose of the Photian itseems fair to concludethat theoldtimewicked Jesuit
schism, that of the Russian church in particular, has of fiction and the footlights is no longer as widely
been apparently, in the designs of Providence, to conbelieved in as was once the case.
found the heretics of the sixteenth century and their
On the contrary, intelligent people of all classes
variegated descendantswho have always declared that smile now when they read of the dread of Jesuits and
Rome invented the seven sacraments and other vital Popish plots such as existed in the last century in
doctrines which have been and are still taught in the Fjngland. Goldsmith has satirized it in "The Good.
Russian church, though separated politically and re- Natured Man," where among the nervous Mr. Croker's
ligiously from Western F;urope since the eighth cenprincipal terrors is the apprehension of " Jesuits
tury. Like the Anglican church, the Russian Flstabswarming into the kingdom." At that time almost
lishment is splitting up into innumerable dissenting everything that happened was ascribed to the Jesuits
bodies. When the tenets they profess are not subver- ?from the overturnings of empires to volcanic erupsive of public order and morals, tbe government lets tions and earthquakes?and even to this day there
them go their way. Thinkers and good men in both are still a few shrewd folk who are sure that the folChurch and state recognize that they are powerless. lowers of St. Ignatius are at the bottom of most imNot long ago an attempt was made to have the parish portant events, especially those of sinister character,
schoolsre-organized by Catholic clergy; Cardinal Vanthat occur in the world. I know it was confidently
nutelli was even invited to Petersburg. But the op- stated in a weekly publication after the election of
position in certain quarters was too fierce, and his President McKinley that it was the Jesuits who placed
mission was a failure ad tern-pus. Prejudices ten times him in the White House, and a few years ago, during
Becular are not overcome in a day. In reading the the A. P. A. excitement,aclergyman one Sunday night
leading English monthlies of the year 1852, I was announced to the congregation before him his positive
struck by the following extract from what purported information from a reliable source that Pope Leo XIII.
to be an official Russian document of that period. It had been dead for some time, and that the person
represents, I think, another and more hopeful current really occupying the Papal chair, in appropriate and
in Russia. " The Papacy can not much longer remain necessary stage make-up, was Father Martin, the
shut up in this fiery circle. How, in view of what General of the Jesuits.
FCugene Sue was the first to see the value of the
is passing, shall it be forbidden to Christians to hope
that God will deign to proportion the strength of His Jesuits as an aid to imaginative writers. His wel'
and known work, "The Wandering Jew," is one that is
Church to the new tasks He assigns to her.
that on the eve of combats now approaching he will scarcely read by any person nowadays and by Cathorestore to her the plenitude of her strength, and that lics not at all. Moreover, it is on the Index. Of its
for this purpose He Himself, in His time, will come to kind it is a story of unusual strength, and when first
heal with His merciful hand the wound in her side given to the world had an immense circulation,
the orthodox Greek the decline of which is not entirely due to the caprice
that has bled for 800 years.
church has never despaired of this cure. She waits it. of popular taste. The author was a man of immoral
She reckons on it."
life, and his novel is in many respects infamous.
We Catholics can only repeat the liturgical prayer Nevertheless, one must concede the effective dramatic
camr/ue secundum toluntatem tuam padfieare d eoadunare use made of the Jesuit Society and its members, and
digneris," that the Church may be pacified, and united especially its master-mind, Rodin. Here, indeed, in
according to Christ's will and desire and also in the this man there was a novel creation?the being living
manner and at the point of time He wills.
in the utmost poverty and self-denial,submitting himMeanwhile flourishing provinces of the Church are self to the keenest mental and physical discipline, and
being devastated, and the heroic labors of more than devoting his whole life and energy to the aggrandize?
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ment of the institution to which he belonged. The
machinery of this novel is of a superior character, bad
as the book is, and the handling of the intricate
threads of the action and the calm march of the movement artistic.
Yet as a true picture of the Society of Jesus it is
absurd. Never was there any such Jesuit as Rodin,
nor could there be. It would not be possible for a
Jesuit, however greatintellectually, masterful and subtle, to move about the world and accomplish his purposes as Rodin did.
The most attractive and interesting of all the Jesuits
in fiction is the priest in " Henry Flsmond "; but even
Thackeray could not resist making him slightly melodramatic. He comes and goes mysteriously, and is
dark and strange, but always kindly and always loyal
and upright. Those were the times of stealth and
danger for ecclesiastics, especially the followers of St.
Ignatius, and, like all about them, they were concerned
with political plots and counterplots. Thackeray's
portrait is wonderfully vivid and interesting, and perhaps in some aspects a true one.
For a true Jesuit of melodrama, however, commend
us to Wilkie Collins' priest in "The Black Robe."
Here we have an attempt to portray the Company of
Jesus after the fashion of FCugene Sue but whereas
the figures in his book are drawn with a hand that
wakes them at least seem real, those in "The Black
Robe " are mere stage-puppets. They scheme and
devise, and enter and exit, after the manner of the
stilted actors of the transpontine drama, ami the
effect of the whole performance is rather ludicrous
than impressive.
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu had a command of the
weird and mysterious certainly as absolute as that of
Wilkie Collins, and his " Uncle Silas " as a story is a
model of the thrilling, ghastly and terrible. A writer
of his peculiar temperament could hardly be expected
to disregard the possibilities of the Jesuit as a character in fiction, nor was he overlooked. He was taken
up, but not until Mr. Le F'anu had reached the end
of his career and was in fact writing his last book.
That book was the now forgotten novel, "Willing to
Die," and in it figure two Jesuits ?a very interesting,
delicate and handsome young man, Father Carmel,
and his superior, Monsieur Droqville. This Monsieur
Droqville is an inscrutable personage?one can not tell
what rank he holds among the Jesuits, or even whether
he is actually a priest or only one of those cryptoJesuits that are supposed to exist. However, the two
move through the story in a strange and, in truth,
impossible way, for no Jesuits are allowed to go about
the world at random ; and there is some deep designing and crafty proselytizing.
The picture of the Jesuits in "John Inglesant" is
one far from flattering, and the portrait of the member of the Society in "The Damnation of Theron
Ware" is not calculated to inspire admiration. In
" Helbeck of Bannisdale " there are two Jesuits?one
a young man who leaves the order- a thorough scamp?
and the other, Father Leadham, with some good qualities ; at least, the Rev. Richard P. Clarke, S. J.,
describes him as not altogether undeserving ofrespect.
Here and there, but somewhat rarely, the Jesuit in
fiction is seen in truer and nobler guise. Among
instances that may be mentioned is that of Father
Dc Smet in a pretty story by Klia W. Peattie, found
in her collected writings, in which we have a delightful portrait of the great missionary priest?the humor,
the gentleness, the devotion to the work of the Gospel,
the self-sacrifice. The tale is brief, but full of dramatic effect and pathos,and shows what excellent material the writers of fiction have in the Jesuits, if it be
properly used. There is no need to adopt false and
threadbare devices, machinations and intrigues ; let
the story-tellers found their tales upon the actual
heroic acts of the Jesuits in many lands, their privations, sufferings and martyrdoms. Novels truly dramatic, fascinating and thrilling might be founded upon
the dangers undergone by members of the older and
upon their noble achievements in this and other countries and everywhere. Here would be books worth
reading, nor need the writers draw upon imagination
wholly, for the annals of the Society contain true
narratives that require only a simple technical embellishment to make them absorbing volumes for the
most jaded reader. Some day, and before long, it
may be, now that historic fiction is so popular, books
be written, and we
of this character will doubtless
niche in fiction,
proper
his
take
shall see the Jesuit
displacing the absurd caricature that stalks portentously through the pages of fiction at present.
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bACKED HEAKT REVIEW
WHERE HAS THIS CRITIC BEEN?
Gate

of

Heaven Church, South Boston,
Augli, I'OO.

Editor Review :?
I have seen recently a letter of yours in which you invited an open criticism of your paper. The last issue contains a letter from "Justice," who commends the fair play
of the editor in opening the pages of the Review to both
sides in the controversy between Harvard and Boston
College. Some of us have read those letters, and as they
appeared, we have asked ourselves: Quid pro/ert.' What
new views or solutions havethese writers offered? What
tangible fact or valid reason has been brought forward
why Boston College should not be admitted to the favored
list? More opinions have been expressed and statements
have been made, too absurd to be even seriously considered (last two paragraphs recent letter of "Veritas "), and
these all have, been thrust upon the innocent public with
the exequatur of an anonymous educator. Is it not time
for the Review to suppress all further editions of this
series"?
" no name
The mere fact that a man bears a Harvard degree does
not always give him the abilty to discuss intelligently the
great question of education. In a matter so important as
education, or in the principles of it involved in the discussion between colleges, the weight of the views advanced depend largely upon the weight, authority and
the position in educational matters of the one who places
his views before the public. We have no means of know,
ing how deeply either of these writers is versed in this
question yet to the average reader, who has noticed the
lack (if argument and the preponderance of questionable
general statements in the last paper of " Veritas," it is
evident that no light may be expected from this source
and no good effected.
It may be fair play on the part of the editor to publish
the opinions of irresponsible writers: but Quid pro/ert.'
This anonymous controversy must end, like many others,
in dissatisfaction, bitterness, and a far, weary wandering
from the question at issue. " The basic principles of
Christianity " gives evidence of this. It may be good
journalism to allow these unknown knights to canter
along the lists: but if we may judge of their weak feintings, little glory will accrue to the cause they champion.
Certainly neither Boston College nor Harvard will be
aided by defenders who dodge among the trees and hurl
darts from behind the safety of their shields.
Inthe meantime, sacred interests may suffer at their
hands. Motives have been assigned, statements have
been made, which are apt to carry wrong impressions to
those who are not familiar with the history of this case.
The Review's position in inviting free and open (?) discussion is commendable: the attitude of the Review, during this discussion, maybe criticized. It was neither il.
logical nor presumptuous for some of its readers to expect
that a Catholic paper should espouse the cause of Catholic
education ; for it is not only the Jesuit system which has
been attacked. The editor of the Review is too wise not
to see that such discussion which has responded to his
invitation, is calculated only to befuddle the mind, and
tiring up questions equally as extraneous as they are ob.
jectionable. Boston College has been debarred from admission to the Harvard Law School. Has the Review
even asked why? It has exploited the opinion of someone as to the motives of Mr. Eliot's silence, and has allowed another to be the voluntary interpreter of his inactivity. Mr. Editor, we have had a surfeit of individual
opinion: we are waiting to hear from you a statement of
facts. Shall we further wait in vain ?
Thomas F. Brannan.
[Our esteemed and reverend critic says:"I have
seen recently a letter of yours in which you invited an
open criticism of your paper." We beg to say in
reply that the gentleman is mistaken, and that we
shall be glad to give Rev. Father Brannan fifty dollars
for every copy of that letter which he may be good
enough to send us. Again Rev. Father Brannan says
" Boston College has been debarred from admission to
the Harvard Law School. Has the Review even asked
why? " This question is clear proof that our reverend
critic is not a subscriber to, or reader of, the Review.
Were any further proof of this assertion necessary,
our reverend friend supplies it in these statements:
"The Review's position in inviting free and open (?)
discussion, may be criticized. It was neither illogical
nor presumptuous for some of its readers to expect
that a Catholic paper should espouse the cause of
Catholic education," etc. Upbraiding the Review for
not "espousing the cause of Catholic education" is
exceedingly humorous, and leads us to ask where this
reverend gentleman has been during the last Bix
months, not to say the last fifteen years.
All of this suggests to possible letter-writers and
advisers of the Sacred Heart Review that it may be
worth their while to inform themselves of what the
Review has said or done regarding any question, before they attempt to criticize its attitude on the subject, or tell it what it should say or do.?Ei>]
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There is a bit of comfort for us commonplace, humCATHOLIC FEDERATION AND CATHOLIC UNITY.
drum people, to whom God has Only given one or
Boston, July 11, 1900.
expect to make a Editor Review:
two talents, and who can never
below a
It is to be regretted that in some places the problem of
figure before men. We may be little violets
and
tigerUnity has been narrowed into one of federating
Catholic
flaunting
hollyhocks
stone, if we can not be
in us after the so-called Catholic societies. There are many who
goodness
beauty
of
have
the
may
lilies. We
doubt the feasibility of such higher organization, or that
and that is better than to be great.
?

Christ's example,

105
it can result in any good commensurate with the energy
that must be expended to overcome its natural tendency
to fall apart. In addition to internal defects, there are
disabilities that arise from environments of such associations. Societies incorporated for specified purposes under
state laws, while considering such constitutional amendments as federation would necessitate, should remember
that state sanction is requited to make valid any change
of purpose, especially where insurance is»one of the attractions, and take such precautions as are calculated to
minimize injunction proceedings and tedious law suits.
In such case, the process of amendment may be long; but
the neglect of it would be dangerotis. These views conceded, it is urged ou theother baud that it is now too late
to retire from the federation movement lest failure at the
outset might spread its infection to other plans of slower
growth, and that while results may not be so great or so
good as desireil, it, would be stimulating to witness some
sign of life, however galvanic. But the federation movement, when successfully inaugurated, can never satisfy
the widespread desire for Catholic Unity; for should every
society participate, a great majority of Catholic citizens
would still remain without organization.
Catholic Unity contemplates a political solidarity on
all questions of the day affecting religion. It should be
an expression of faith on the part of Catholics considered
as American citizens ?an organization of all the tribes,
respecting all their rights and even those of the stranger
within its gates, and rendering even serfs valiant to dispute God-given'possessions with unspeakable Philistines.
The federation of Catholic societies is more like a small
band of exclusive pilgrims returning from a prosperous
captivity to a land of desolation, lucky if it find a Zerubbabel of influence with men in power.and wise if it follow
his council; but it is not a movement that requires a
Moses. It is a bufferstate in a debatable land, laden with
burdens grievous to be borne and cringing to one side and
to the other, the prey of politicians who are ready to sacri.
rice its highest ideals if expedient to save their positions,
and it otherwise greatly differs from the Commonwealth
once ruled by God. Whenever federation becomes a fact,
it will require careful consideration; while it remains a
dream, it should not usurp the discussion of Catholic
Unity?neither should those in favor of the greater movement wait too long for a prophet.
The Thirteen Colonies had no Moses, and the hope of
Catholics suggests rather a Catholic Congress directing
the action of some Catholic Washington, selected for his
integrity and ability, enhanced by rare
To
amplify this notion and to call for the opinion of others,
rather than to lay down the only method, the following is
suggested:?
Let each nastor file with the chancellor the names of
two or three tit persons, and let a list of all such nominations be prepared and a copy of it returned to each pastor
for critical examination. Corrections having been made
lot invitations to a preliminary meeting issue to all on the
corrected list, with a copy of Father O'Reilly's letter of
June 21 explaining the object of the meeting. When such
a body of truly representative laymen meet, we may be
sure they will set about doing whatever is fitting to be
done?a beginning will be made, and we need not be over
solicitous about the upshot. God will continue to rule
the affatas of men and respond to the prayers of the faithful. Higher organization will follow in due time. Such
congresses, general, provincial, or diocesan, would be
considered the mouth-piece of Catholic secular opinion,
and in one quarter or another would be loved or feared
with results favorable to good government.
Any absurd and awkward aloofness that may exist between pastors and people should disappear in a good
hour, totally; Father O'Reilly's letter leaves it no excuse
on one side or the other. Each order has its own apostolate, and rights that relate to the duties of the other.
During the pendency of co-ordinated action, we must not
restrict our activity to federation schemes only?let federation, discussion, plus everything else that makes for
unity, go on; there can be no doubt that the parties to
any number of movements converging to the same centre,
will soon or late arrive within hailing distances of one
another.
C. R.
WHAT

DOES NON-SECTARIANISM

MEAN?

Cambridge, Aug. 12, 1900.
Editor Review:
Before " Candor " began to expatiate on non-sectarianism he should have clearly defined what the word means.
There are many meanings attached to non-sectarianism.
This being so, "Veritas " might not agree with "Candor's "
definition. In such a case " Candor " might easily be
arguing beside the point.
A Lover ok Faikplay.
?

.

«??

NOT STICKING TO THE QUESTION.
Boston, Aug. 11, 1900.
m ~.
Editor
Review:
You were certainly correct when you stated in a recent
editorial that neither "Candor" nor "Veritas" was
sticking to the question. The readers of your excellent
paper are not looking for columns of useless sarcasm or
letters on non-sectarianism. They are anxious to learn if
the graduates of Boston College have been unjustly dealt
with by the authorities of Harvard University. Sarcasm
and personalities will not convince the intelligent Catholics of the present century. They are looking for logical
conclusions drawn from legitimate premises. Let vi
have a fair and unbiassed exposition of the two sides of
the controversy,
A Jesuit Student.
?
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
Worker and Shirker.
BY PBISCILLA LEONARD.

! " cried the brook, as it hurried
" Come on
along,
There's ever so much that waits to be
done;
There are meadows to water, aud millwheels to turn,
And more things to work at the farther
I run!"

"

if you choose," said the pond.
" You canAsgofor
me,
"
I will stay where I am; I hate effort

and strife,
I've no fancy for work ?no indeed, not a
bit;
I shall lie here in comfort therest of
ray life."

" Well, good-bye!
" said the brook, and was
off and away,
To play with the children and freshen
the earth;
It dimpled and rippled and sang at its
work,
And brightened the land with its toil
aud its mirth.

But the pond lay there idle anil slept at its
ease,

And thought itself clever, until, one
tine day,
The farmer espied it, all stagnant and
green,
Aud alas! for its comfort, he drained
it away.
?

1

Evory-Day Goodness.
The stout man had jostled and fought
his way through the crowd at the entrance to the Brooklyn Bridge, and was
scowling fiercely as he pushed out a big
dent in his hat. Seated next to him in
the bridge car was a man who had an
?Mice in the same building.
The stout man pointed to the battered
hat and Baid : " I believe men?and women, too, for that matter are no bet.
ter than savages. It's every one for
himself. There isn't a day passes but
that I see something which convinces
me civilization is only skin-deep."
" I'm afraid you see only one side of
it," replied his neighbor. "There are
lots of good things to be seen every
day, too. Now, here is something that
gives me a great deal of happiness during the year." He pulled a small notebook from an inside pocket. Then he
went on : "I used to feel as you do
that people are very selfish; but when
I began to study them more closely, I
saw so many pleasant things that I got
in the habit of making notes of them,
and so I carry this little book. Here's
what I've jotted down today, for instance :?
"On my way to the bridge this morning my hat blew off. I chased it, but
before I reached it three other men were
?

?

after it, and one of them caught it for
me. Now, there was an entirely unselfish act on the part of men who were
strangers to me; and you may see the
same thing any windy day.
"Ab I was crossing City Hall Park a
woman in front of me dropped a glove
without knowing it. Two boys made a
dive for it and shouted, Lady, lady i
you've dropped your glove !' Another
act of kindness.
" Justas I reached Broadway a truckman's horse fell. The driverhad hardly
left his seat before the drivers of three
trucks stopped, got down, and began to
help raise the horse. They did it because they Baw a fellow-man in trouble,
and knew that they might need the
same help at any time.

'
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HEART REVIEW

" On my way back to the office I
passed a heavy, two-horse load of flour,
stuck on the car-track. I stopped a
minute to look, and saw several men
put their hands to the muddy wheels
and push till the dray started. They

be surprised if they could beat her at a
game of jackstones. The Chinese girls
have dolls, too, and play house much as

American girls do So, after all, perhaps, Chinese girls are not so unlike
Uncle Jack's girls as the latter may
had no selfish interest in that load of have thought.
flour they only wanted to help.
Nashua,
I'.HK).
" These are all little things, but I Dear Uncle Jack: N. H., Aug. 1,
think they show something very differI have been wanting to write to you for
ent from savagery. Some days I see a long time but did not get around to it
even more, and some things I see every until now.
day. The reason we don't notice them
Enclosed you will find a post-ofhce order
more is because they are so common. for two dollars, which will pay for papa's
You watch when we get off the car now, subscription for this year.
Some of the books I. have read are as
and you'll see half a dozen of these men
give the papers they have just glanced fellows: "Alice in Wonderland," "Anderthrough to the newsboy at the foot of sen's Fairy Tales," Father Finn's stories
and others.
the stairs. They might easily throw
Dear Uncle Jack, please send me a badge
them away, but they know the boys can and Manual.
sell tbem again and thereby make a few
Your loving niece,
extra pennies."
Mary I'iui-fard.
And the stout man himself, when he
Uncle Jack is very glad to hear from
reached the foot of the stairs, dropped Mary. Her badge and Manual have been
a pace behind his neighbor, and hastily sent, and Uncle Jack hopes she willkeep
slipped his paper into the hands of a her promises as a Defender well in mind.
ragged newsboy.
The little girl who keeps careful guard
over her own tongue, remembers the
One of the girls who read Uncle Jack's League prayer when she hears others'
talk about Chinese boys, wants to know tongues slip, and tries to get other chilsomething about the little girls in the dren to become Defenders, is doing
Yellow Empire. Uncle Jack's girl may much more useful work than she will
thank her stars that she was born an ever know. She is a real apostle. Mary's
American queen and not a Chinese list of books is short, but very good.
lassie. Girls are not liked as well as Even grown-up Uncle Jack likes "Anderboys. In some parts of China, when a sen's Fairy Tales." You'd never believe
girl baby arrives, her father, instead of it, would you? Uncle Jack hopes Mary
is goiDg to add some " out-doors " books
welcoming her, takes her out and abandons her along the roadside. Many of to her list. She will like "Citizen Bird,"
these girl Ibabies have been rescued by Uncle Jack is sure ; and Mrs. l'ierson's
Christian missionaries who have brought "Among the Meadow People " nearly
them up and educated them. Of course always pleases the Future Men and
all girl babies are not thrown away. Women. After she has read some " outAmong thericher families the girls are doors" books, Uncle Jack hopes she
well brought up and highly educated. will try to get acquainted with the meaSome of them are taught by private dow people on her own hook. But come
tutors at home, while others go to the to think of it, maybe Mary has a large
native schools and seminaries for girls. calling-list of bird and flower and tree
All but the very poorest families send acquaintances. If she has, won't she
their girls to school to learn reading and please tell Uncle Jack and the Future
writing, at least. Very rich girls have Men and Women all about them?
their feet bound up when they are
Uncle Jack.
small, to keep them from growing, bo
that a grown woman's feet are sometimes just a littleround ball. Of course
a girl can't run around and have fun
FORDHAM, N. Y. CITY.
while her feet are being pressed in this
between Harlem River and
way. Uncle Jack read somewhere that On Harlem Railroad,
Long Island Sound.
this stupid custom began centuries ago,
when there happened to be a queen who
conducted by the Jesuit Fathers.
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ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE,
For Boarders and Day Scholars,

was afflicted with club feet. Her courDalian, Academic and Preparatory Classes, Classical, Comand Scientific courses.
tiers, to flatter her, had their daughters' mercialSt.
iTolin'M Ilnll.
separate
Preparatory Department for younger hoys.
A
feet made like hers. Weren't they silly
Military Dri.l by an Army OthYer appoint.<l by the U. 8inent.
folks, and wasn't the queen worse to Govern
Foi TeiniK, et<-., apply to
let them do it ? What does Uncle Jack's
Rev. THOMAS J CANPUELL, S. .J.,
President.
girl think about it? Another thing
very
which seems
silly to us western Academy of the Assumption,
folks, is the way rich Chinese girls let
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
their finger-nails grow. Sometimes they
Academy, situated In the suburbs ol
THIS
are an inch long, and to prevent them 1 Boston, is only a low miles from the city.
Is on the line of the Boston and Albany
from breaking, little gold caps are worn It
Railroad. The location is one of the most
and picturesque in New England
over them. The daughters of ordinary healthful
The grounds are extensive, affording ampl«
working folks, however, have hands and advantage for out-door exercise. The curri
culum of studies is thorough and compre,
feet much like American girls, and they hensive,
embracing all the branches nece.sary
a refined education. For particular
take their share of the household task, as to for
terms for boarders or day pupils appl\
too. Sometimes they work in the gar- to
Sister Superior.
dens and in the rice and tea-fields, and
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14
some of them are employed in the silk school
The object of this school Is to give such a gen
factories. The dresses which the girls eral education as will fit pupils to enter col
wear would make an American girl lege.

laugh, until she felt of them and realized
Mt. St. Mary's College,
the costly and beautiful material of
Emmittsburg,Mil.
which they are made. You see fashions
by an Association of Seculai
CONDUCTED
Clergyman,
under the auspice.s of Hit
do not change from year to year in Eminence, the Can
Una! Archbishop of I,all I
Scientific ami Commercial
China, so women can afford to buy more. Classical,
Courses. Terms- two in Senior, and fciao in
costly silks. When you buy a dress you Small Boys' Department. Address
wear it until it is worn out, no matter
Rev. William L. O'Hara, President.
how many years it takes. For ordinary
occasions schoolgirls have dresses con- Villanova College,
Delaware County, I'enu.
sisting of loose trousers reaching to their
ankles, where they are tied with ribby the Augustlnian Fathers
CONDUCTED
location delightful. Courses thorough.
bons, and a sort of tunic falling to the Terms
moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
encouraged. Send tor prospectus.
knees.
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.
Uncle Jack's girl would be much surprised if she were suddenly set down
St. Mary's Academy,
among a group of Chinese schoolgirls to
Manchester, N. H.
find that the games they play are much
SCHOOL for young ladies
BOAUDINO
like her own. They have swings and
i'lcftse send for catalogue to
The Mother Superior.
skipping-ropes, and Uncle Jack wouldn'^

Mt.
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Colleges and Academies.

Hospice of Mt. Carmel,

Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Ideal place for rest and quiet. All
modern improvements. Electric kitchen,
light and heat.
Terms moderate.
Tbe annual retreat for school teachers
will be given from Aug. 27 to Sept. 1.
Write for particulars.

Loyola College,
MONTREAL.

Conducted by
English Jesuit Fathers.

Reopens Sept. sth.
Calendars mailed on application.

Rev, G. O'Bryan, S J.

President.

The Catholic University
of America,
Washington, D. C.
SCHOOLS OF THE
SACRED SCIENCES,

PHILOSOPHY,
PHYSICAL SCIENCES,
SOCIAL SCIENCES,
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
LAW,

TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INCLUDING MECHANICAL, CIVIL
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Open October 2, 1900.

Address The General Secretary.

The University of Notre Dame,

NOTRG DAME, INDIANA.
FULL COURSES IN CLASSICS, LETTEKS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
JOURNALISM, ART, SCIENCE, PHARMACY, LAW, CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,

ARCHITECTURE.

THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
COMMERCIAL COURSES.
ROOMS FREE to all students who have
completed the studies required for admission into the Junior or Senior Year, of any
of the Collegiate Courses.
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
students over seventeen preparing for
Collegiate Courses.
A limited number at candidates for the
ecclesiastical state will be received at
special rates.
S T. EDWARD'S HALL, for hoys under
13 years, is unique in the completeness of
its equipments.
The 57th Year will open SEPTEMBER
4th, 1900. Catalogues Free. Address
REV. A. MORRISSEY.C.S.C,President.

St. Mary's Academy,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
(One mile west of University of Notre

I lame.)
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 1355. Thorough English and Classical education. Regular Col-

lttgiate degrees.
In Preparatory Department students
carefully prepared for Collegiate course.
Physical anil Chemical Laboratories well
equipped. Conservatory of Music and
School of Art. Gymnasium under direction
of graduate of Boston Normal School of
Gymnastics. Catalogue free. Address

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,

St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
For circular address
THE SUPBRIOP.

BOSTON
173 Tremont Street,
T,em nt
COMMERCIAL ?Will* ettl
H. ° Monarty,
am u
COLLEGE

rrincipal.

Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-keeping,

Telegraphy, Arithmetic, etc. Individual
instruction. Day and evening.
Call or send for circular.

University of St. Joseph's College.
St. Joseph, N. 8., Canada.
Conducted by the Fathers of Holy Cross.
Classical and Commercial Courses.
Only $120 a year.

?"For further information, write to the President.
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ARCHDIOCESE OP BOSTON.

Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Tracy, P. D-

Office 75 Union Park Street,

peofaith/ul.

T. promote the evangelising of non-Catholic
Pie, by the prayer, and
of the

contribution,

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.

To recite for the above intention, formed once
Mary of the mora-

tor all, the Our Father and Hail

:

Infer evening prayers, adding the following invocaHen St. Francis Xavier, prayfar us. ». To give,
monthly
Is alms for the missions, at least 6ve cents
er sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organization of the Association.

ORGANIZATION.
community

"Bands" are'fonned, each
consisting of ten or more persons. The Prometer or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
In each

band

members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
to report and to devise the best means to furter the Association.

ardor

?» the *««??*
» the day oli/friWc-mmemoratto»
member,
committee, or the
of the
On

Bf~*?*£
tofcjrf o^e^^tunc^.^the

least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; 14. ."-he
favor of the Priviltged Altar for every Maw said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member.
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointedby their confessor.
II. Partial Indulgences i. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; s.
at the
JOO jays every time an Associate assists
Trtduum on the 3rd of May and 3rd of December; J.
IOO javB every time an Associate recites Our Father
ana Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
these indulgences, both plenary and partial,
and all have
are applicable to the souls in
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

-

Purgatory;

Archbishop.
ANNALS
missionaries of the Association EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
Letters from the
published
other
month
in
the
1. Those who contribute $b.oo a year, thereby acevery
are collected and
quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
AnnaU, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or a copy of the Annals, s. All who contribute a sum
she, is expected to pass it around to the other mem- of money not less than 140.00 for the purpose of esfund, thus becoming members
bers In succession, alter which it becomes his or her tablishinga permanent
These may enjoy the above spiritual
property
<* perpetuity.
indulgencesperpetually, provided that they
favors
and
mwicro
OrTVlAL JrEAolo.
observe the other conditions prescribed to the AsThe Association has selected as times of special toeMt».
prayer and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the FindCatholics of'every age and of both sexes are ad3rd,
anniversary

the
ing of the Holy Cross, May the
to membership, and all are earnestly ex?f Its foundation, in i8»» ; s. The feast of St. Francis horted to join the Association. There is certainly a
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
\
ttton | or u jn the leal which actuates Protestant
On these two days the Association has a Mass cele- denominations to contribute more than ten milium
brated in every parish in which the work is regularly hilars ? ylar for the propagation of their beliefs.
organised.
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy kingdom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
SPIRITUAL FAVORS.
up
every and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that king1. Several thousand Masses are offered
heathen peoples ? Our missioners heroic

,

, ,,

.

missionaries,
year
K
and the deceased members of the Association.
Summary of the" dulgence, which may be gained by
byTe

for the intention of the liv-

all the
}.,.. Associates
r$£

ii.

?<

I

Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
Holv Cross May t
of

H»\u25a0

;

?ncStio^^7h, Ble.Jd V'irgin.
uie°ea..?"heAnn
Aug.
.
the
,
he above
day
theOctave."7
y
with"
» f &'
f^t5.;^On .he feI.«of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7
u,'t",.

n_ ,h. lea.tof
any

Assumption.

On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. .9; 8. On all
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two
days chosen by the Associates; 10. Once a year, 00
the day of the general commemoration of alf the de-

eease/members of

the Association

;

11.

Once a year,

:

dom among

men, constantly tell of the marve ous results they
could effect, had they the mean. | from whom
these means come f In due proportion f»om us, in
that proportion there rests upon us through the proydenceofAlmighty God, responsibility for the Church's
pl c« fulfil me« i. oUr «? .fit,
more or less
mission to teach ail nations. Whatever we give tor
this end i, given to God, and will be returned unto u.
a hundred-fold. "Give;ud itdoshall be
|
n d h **?«°'°jou
good measure and P.-"
"°- n " your bosom.
and runningover shall they give into
(Luke vi. 38.)
ForPromoter's blanks, tractsrinformation about

mu£

?

r

s^?

the Association,

_

£?\u25a0

apply to the Diocesan Director.

---

are respectParochial Directors and Secretaries ot Branches of the Auction
Wrequested
to send reports of meetings, appointments of
ful
tZ
b ]c
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan

.

authority who has long lived among
them, "hold virginity in high esteem,
and can not comprehend how men engaged in the married life can be at the
same time ministers of religion." Catholic missionaries in China indulge in no
luxuries no pony-chaises, no summer
residences for the hot season, no trips to
Europe. Their lives are devoted to the
good work down to their latest day, and
when the young missionary crosses the
parental threshold for the far East, he
cuts himself o(f from home almost as effectually as if by death itself. In "Another China " Bishop Keynaud, vicarapostolic of Che-kiang, says of the Catholic missionaries:
" We do not go to China to criticize
manners or to destroy customs that are
not at variance with Catholic doctrine,
eventhough they be repugnant to western
prejudice. -The great aim set before our
missionaries by Koine, the sole desire of
our hearts, is to implant the knowledge
of faith and charity in the souls of the
Chinese. This is the polar star that
directs their labors. Arriving in the
country, instead of being abandoned to
themselves, they rind a path traced out
for them which aids their inexperience.
Subject to a recognized authority that
prevents them from being led astray by
first impressions, it is not at their own
expense, at their own risk and peril, or
by dint of groping their way through
innumerable mistakes, that they learn
to understand the natives and the customs of their new country. From the
commencement they are guided by the
instruction of experienced men, and in
this Chinese empire, a perplexing labyrinth to many foreigners, they have
only to follow, not to seek, the right
path. Free from all ties of this world,
having no family cares to distract their
attention, they are at perfect liberty to
follow their vocation, which is to be, like
the apostles, all things to all men, in
order to gain souls to .lesus Christ."
They conform as far as is lawful for
Christians with the manners and customs of the people whom they wish to
convert: they wear their pig-tail and
their baggy clothing, adopt their food,
live under their roofs, and thus secure a
closeness and intimacy of intercourse and
knowledge of native life and thought
that are, humanly speaking, of great
value in removing causes of distrust,
promoting confidence, and thus preparing the minds of the Chinese to listen
with patience and respect to the saving
truths of the Gospel.? New Zealand 'labkl.

In the Family

?

OBJZCT OF THE ASSOCIATION.
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Director/°rP»
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printed, so
REVIEW. If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded tMywill be
that their souls may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

?

NOTICE. Promoters and other persons CATHOLIC MISSIONARIES TRUE
Whose names are printed in these columns
MISSIONARIES.
«r«
apt to get begging letters in behalf of
Various objects, from parties outside of the
Dr. Needham Cust, who has been for
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no over half a century intimately associnotice be taken of these appeals, unless they ated with Protestant missionary effort,
havereceived the usual diocesan approbation. says in his " Evangelization of the NonChristian World" (1894) that the first
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
essential of success in preaching Christ
to the heathen is this: " that the missionary should be a sample of selfSt. Catherine's Church, Norwood.
Pastor, Rev. James 11. Trail. denial, mortification of the flesh, humility, combined with love of God and
Promoters, "HI; members, 900. »
Organized January, 1899.
zeal for the salvation of souls. Wher$12.40 ever," he adds, " missionary work has
Offerings, July,
000
succeeded, is successful, or will ever succeed, it is only by such a method as that
St. Patrick's Church, Lowell.
Pastor, Rev. Michael O'Jlrien, P. R. of Xavier, which was also that of ColumTHE SOUTH SEA MISSIONS.
bauus, Boniface, Aidan, and all who
Promoters, 10H ; members, 1,120.
people are acquainted with the
Many
Organized January, 1900.
were animated by their spirit and deDirector, Kev. Timothy P. Callahan.
history
comfortof
the South Sea Missions and
reward.
A
kind
of
$5.3.00 sired their
Offerings, August,
able dilettante life, to be given up when will remember the fruitless attempts
000
made fifty years ago by the Marist Fathe wife is sick, is worth nothing."
A spirit of not lesser zeal and self-sac- thers to convert the savage tribes of the
St. Augustine's Church, South Boston.
Solomon Islands. Cannibalism, with all
Pastor,Rer. I). 0'Calloqhan,l>.I>.,P.R. rifice still animates the Catholic missionPromoters, 110; members, 1,100.
aries who are toiling, with relatively its horrors, was added to the obstacles
Organized January, 1899.
great success, in the face of fierce racial of ignorance of the language and cusDirector, Kev. M. C. Gilbride.
toms and insalubrity of the climate.
political antipathies and long inherand
Offerings, J une-J uly,
$111.00 ited superstitions, to spread the light of The result of the enterpriseis well known.
Monsignor Epalle was massacred upon
ooo
faith among the dense millions that inEmpire. They go landing upon Isabelle Island ; a few days
Somerville,
the
Chinese
habit
Church,
St. Joseph's
afterwards three missionaries were killed
Pastor, Rev. C. T. Mcdmth, P. R. among the yellow man with a clear-cut
they present and eaten at San Christoval. Monsignor
In
this
definitecreed.
1,100.
and
110;
members,
Promoters,
Collomb, who succeeded Monsignor
Organized November, 1898.
a striking contrast to the conflicting betogether with the others who
Epalle,
?hector, Kev. Michael J. Welch.
liefs that are preached by the forty-two
$.">0.0O different Protestant missionary societies survived, attempted to establish two
Offerings, July-August,
stations, but fever reduced
ooo
that were in operation in China in 1804, different
and several died. Monsignor
their
forces
Williamson,
from
Dr.
forced
and which
St, Joseph's Church, Amesbury,
upon his arrival, sucCollomb,
stricken
desPastor, fin, John ./. Nilan, P. R. a veteran Scottish missionary, the
in his turn. Of the seventeen
cumbed
Somethingmust
:
pairing
exclamation "
Promoters, 4h ; members, 000.
missionaries sent to found this mission
Organized May, 1900.
be done 1 In our present divided state
Offerings, August,
&J0.00 we shall never Christianize China. four were massacred by the savages,
Cust is a strong nine died of consumption, and others,
ooo
" Dr. Needhamamong
non-Cath- weakened by privation and fever, discelibacy
of
advocate
St. Mary's Church, Lawrence.
others, persed among other more favored mismany
like
He,
Pastor, Venj Rev. James 1. O'Rrilh/, O.8.A. olic missionaries.
sions already established.
based his judgment on the vastly greater
Promoters, 86 members, 850.
The Society of Missions of Saint Caloposright
of self-sacrifice
Organized January, 1900.
power and
of Milan, tried to establish themcere,
A.
Director, Kev. D. A. Leonard, O. 8.
by a celibate over a married
in this field of the apostolate.
$18.68 sessed in
and
selves
Oiierings, August,
field,
mission
foreign
the
clergy
only three years. Most of
stayed
They
the higher actual self-devotion and selfoff by fever or massawere
carried
them
among
priests
Iceland is celebrating this month the annihilation of Catholic celibate life, cred by the islanders. Those survivninth centenary of the introduction of the heathen. These lead a
from an ing were forced to withdraw.
and the Chinese, as we learn
Christianity by Olaf, king of Norway.
?

E
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Never!
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The value of Tarrant's Effervescent
\ Seltzer Aperient la beyond estimate.
I Pleasant to takeand prompt to relieve
I all troubles arising from disorders of
1 tbe stoinaeli, Mmr and bowels, in both
children and adults. Its s(i years'
/J record proves it unequaled as a
I family remedy. 50c. and $1. Trial 25c.
|
m

#

\

Tarrant'n ?? Dermal." a dainty antifor nursery.toilet,after shaving,

septic powder
curt's chutiriK,

At druggists,

ITARRANT

best foot powder. 250.
on receipt of

or mailed

(

& CO., K

!s't!'im

price by

New York.

Fifty-five years have passed since
then ; during that time no Catholic
priest has set foot on any of these islands. At the request of Leo XIII., the
Society of Mary, rich in members, hag
sent out two colonies of apostles ; the
one to the north, consisting of three
missionaries, led by Monsignor Broyer,
vicar apostolic of the Navigators' Islands ; the other to the south, consisting
of five apostles, under the direction of
Monsignor Vidal, vicar apostolic of the
Fiji archipelago.
The results of these new efforts are
in some instances remarkable. Two
tribes in the Solomon group numbering
10,000 souls each, are, at their own request, under instruction. The vicar
apostolic of the Gilbert Islands writes
that a marvellous number of converts
from Protestantism and Paganism have
taken place in the vicariate. The principal island of this group, Apaiang, is
now entirely Catholic. The devotion of
these poor natives to the Rosary is said
to be touching.
Key. Father Merg, who recently returned from a two months' visit to the
Fiji group, says church affairs are progressing very encouragingly in the erstwhile cannibal isles.? Church Progress.

FROM THIBET.
The following is the text of the decree
permitting religious freedom in the districts of Thibet depending on the Vice-

roy of Sze-Chuen :
The natives of Bathany who desire to
become Christians, have full liberty to
?

do so ; those who are settled on the trib-

utary territory may also become Chris-

;

tians and reside on their land they will
pay tribute like everybody else, but shall
not be charged more for being Christians.

As for the building of lamaderies, recitation of prayers by the lamas, personal
corvee, money, subscriptions, etc., all
this shall not affect Christians.
In case of lawsuits involving Christians
the Chinese Mandarins and nativechiefs
shall try them ; they shall not be allowed

to refuse.

Natives depend upon the Chinese
Mandarins and the native chiefs; the
lamas have no right to interfere.
The Lamas are also placed under the
authority of the Chinese Mandarins."
This decree opens one portion of the
"Forbidden Land" to our Missionaries, who have long sought to enter
there. Tlie Messenger of the Sacred Heart.
?

A Scholarship in Boston College
Open to Competition.

The announcement has been made that

the John K. Cronan scholarship in Boston
College is now vacant, and that a competition tai tin, same will be held at Boston
College on Sept. (itli., at !i a. m. According
to the terms of the foundation all competitors must be deserviug young men. The
scholarship entitles the holder to a full
four-year course in Huston College and to
the residue of the income of the foundation
after the annual charges for tuition, books
and fees have been paid.
Competitors must first qualify for entrance into Boston College; details may
be learned on application to the secretary
of the faculty.

THE SACKED HEART REVIEW
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cold grey light of truth ; and from
the revenue it will bring from taxation, permits a traffic that devours
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.
the nation's heart and tells the story
At the annual convention of the of a nation's pain."
Catholic Total Abstinence Union of
America held in Philadelphia last
" DRY " GOODS IN ALASKA.
attendance
large
week there was a
Writing of the Alaskan gold-fields
of delegates from all parts of the
As
the New Zealand Tablet says :
country. On Wednesday morning usual on
broken
gold-fields
freshly
the delegates escorted by 150 tem- out,' the grog-shanty and the gamperance cadets of St. Vincent de bling-den
have at Cape Nome prePaul's Church, Germantown, atceded the regular store, and strong
tended High Mass at the cathedral.
drink was plentiful and comparaArchbishop Pyan officiated. Mon- tively cheap when the solid necBignor Conaty, rector of the Cath- essaries of life wereprocurable only
olic University at Washington, at
famine prices. We remember
preached the sermon.
that in the first excitement of the
The business sessions were held
Yukon rush a Liverpool Daily J'ost
in Horticultural Hall.
man interviewed a representative of
In the absence of the national the ship Maneneuse,' which was on
president, the Right Kev. M. J. the eve of its departure for KlonTierney, Bishop of Hartford, Conn.,
dike. The following dialogue took
whose attendance was prevented by place
the death of the bishop of Portland,
Where does the cargo come
Me., J. Washington Logue, presi- from?' the interviewer queried.
Principally from Scotland and
dent of the Philadelphia C. T. A. U.,

Temperance.

'

"

'

:

?

"'
"'
Ireland.'
" ' Dry goods in cases ? ' said the
interviewer.
dry the cases are dry,'
' Very
dryly.
he "said,
What do you mean ? '
" ' The
are wet.'
""'What!
' goodsWhisky?'
" ' Yes, whusky, an' mair whusky,
and whusky to that again.'
but whisky ?'
" ' Nothing
quite. Do you see those
Not
'
red" cases down there ? '
goods salmon,
" ' Yes.andTinned
such-like, I presume?'
lobster,

presided.
Letters expressing hearty encouragement were read from Monsignor
Martinelli, Cardinal Gibbons" secretary, on behalf of the Cardinal
who was absent from Baltimore, and
a number of bishops. Bishop McFaul wrote that since he had been
in the episcopate he had made it a
practice to administer the total
abstinence pledge to all children
whom he confirmed, and the total
number of these was nearly 10,000.
u i Wrong,' he said, emphatically,
At Father Doyle's suggestion it striking the taffrail with his brawny
was decided to send through Arch- fist.
then ?'
bishop Kyan a cable extending
" ' What,
sir.'
Gin,
Pope
asking
and
" ' All these battalions of boxes ?
greetings to the
'
for his blessing. In the absence of
« " ' Yes.'
'
the Mayor, his secretary welcomed
"' All whisky and gin and gin
and whisky?'
the delegates to the city.
Not at all; some brandy.'
" ' But
nearly all alcohol ? '
THE
C.
T.
A.
U.
FOR
PRAISE
" ' Chiefly
he replied,
"' a far-awayScotch,'
with
look."
Abstinence
Total
the
Catholic
Of
Union which met in convention
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
last week in Philadelphia the Pittsburg Catholic says:?
Here is one of the examples of
There is no organization among drunkenness which almost every
"
us that deserves a stauncher recog- morning paper contains. This hapnition, none that in fact is so much pened in Maine "About 4 o'clock
in the background. Where it should this afternoon George Niles, the
win and receive support it does not. sixteen-year-old son of Harry Niles,
The aim of the society is a high one ; residing with his parents at the
its purpose is a noble one ; in its South End, went home while under
work it is heroic, for each individual the influence of liquor, demanded
member daily makes a sacrifice of $9 from his mother, and upon her
personal inclinations. In its fight refusing to give it to him, attacked
against the curse of drunkenness it her, in a yard back of the house,
does more to uphold the banner of and kicked her most brutally in the
the cross than all the talks of the right side several times with his
much vaunted shibboleths of unity
?
and fraternity. It encounters a
An American in England writes
popular opinion that derides and
scoffs its good intentions, and in of the drunkenness in that country :
what should be the house of its "We have had to get off the sidefriends it is posted as hypocritical. walk and go in the street to give the
He would be a superficial observer drunkards room. We have been
indeed who would cast his eye over jostled on railway platforms by
the land and not see the desperate drunken men and women ; we have
havoc that drink causes. 'Canst seen the evils of the public house on
thou minister to a mind diseased ?' almost every corner, with barmaids
asks the great dramatist, and the behind the bar, and with children
answer is, 'Therein the patient must in front of it, and men and women
minister to herself.' On this ques- crowding every inch of space. It
tion the nation's mind is diseased, it seems to me that the worst that can
fosters the disease,and in its legisla- be said about intemperance in Engtion refuses to look at the evil in the land is the light and easy way in
?

?

:
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which it is all received. The sights
that have made my blood boil in the
slums and in view of the big saloons,
have not caused more than a shrug
of the shoulders from Englishmen
who saw them with me."
"Mabbiagb is not a reformatory
institution," says some thinker. "No
woman is called upon to marry a

man to reform him. She should
not try to establish a home for the
cure of drunkenness and profligacy."

Alcohol is not a food for an

athlete, and if not for an athlete
then not for anyone. It hardens
the tissues of the body, and that is
not desirable; besides, it hardens
the liver at the same time. When
the question arises between a man
and alcohol the safe side ?\u25a0 for the
alcohol- -is the outside. Medicinally
it may have its place, but its use is
not to be commended either as a
beverage or a food.

There are sometimes starving
children found in Boston, because
of drunken and brutal parents. By
the recent action of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the police locked up a drunken
mother, whose husband had been
sent the day before to the House of
Correction for drunkenness and larceny. The mother when arrested
had a two-year-old child in her

There is cause for anxiety when a
cough hangs on for a year and can't be
shaken off. The quickest way to relieve
that anxiety is to begin at once the use
of Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery. It is a cough remedy, but it is also
a great deal more. In far advanced
stages of disease, when hemorrhages
havebeen frequent, and there have been
emaciation and weakness, " Golden Medical Discovery" has produced a perfect
cure. It increases the supply of the life
fluid?blood. It cleanses the blood from
impurities, and sends a current of rich,
new blood to build up the weak places
in the body with new life.
The "Discovery" is Btrictly a temperance medicine, non-alcoholic and non-

narcotic.

"For one year I was troubled with a cough,"
writes Mr. H. E. Curtis, of Sumner, Bremer
Co., lowa. "As I continued to cough during the
summer, my wife becnme anxious, and wrote to
Dr. R. Y. Pierce for medical advice. It seemed
to us that we could not go to a better source for
advice, and so it
as the Golden Medical
Discovery,' which was recommended, proved
just the medicine to effect a cure. Dr. Pierce
and his medicines are As good as wheat,' as the
farmers used to say."

'

'

Bad taste in the mouth is removed by
using Dr. Pierce* Pleasant Pellets.

for the time kingship over ourarms. Four children of another
selves and sooner or later will
drunken couple had to depend on
suffer the consequences."? Conyrethe neighbors for food. This is an
object-lesson in temperance reform.

yationalist.

?

The Russian government is ex"One of the most prominent and periencing great difficulty in its
terrible of the enemies of God and efforts to restrict the almost univerman in England," says a writer in sal use of liquor among the laboring
the London Spectator, " is the habit classes. The Minister of Finance
of drinking to excess. This habit is says the government is anxious to
one of the causes of the worst horrors " save the population from the baneof slums, and of many other evils.... ful influence of the inn-keepers,
The experience of our own and of who, in order to make large profits,
adulterated their spirits with noxall other countries is that, although ious and deleterious substances,
some good may be done by lessening which were proving ruinous to the
the number of drinking places, and lower classes. The average peasant
was not content with remaining in
in other ways reducing the temptaa public house until he had spent
no
one
can
be
safe
drink,
tion to
his last farthing, but often pawned
who is not strengthened by good, his clothes, furniture and future
physical, mental and moral training crops."
to resist temptation." The writer
JUST PUBLISHED:
might have mentioned religious
I

training, also.

?-

.

Weighed in the Balance,

"Above all, let us shrink from the
Pharisaism which looks down upon
By CHRISTIAN REID,
the drunkard, which forgets that we
Author of "Armine," "Carmela," "A
might possibly be in his place if we
Woman of Fortune," "The Land
of the Sun," etc.
had inherited the same appetite and
surroundings.
12mo. Cloth. Illustrated.
grown up in the same
Drunkards often possess many admirable qualities. They are not inA fascinating, dramatic story of the
frequently generous and charitable, human soul. The heroine is a young
girl reared with the loftiest ideals, who
sympathetic and loving. Someone finds,
when brought into contact with
good
a
has said that it takes pretty
the world, that its motives and standards are in direct contradiction to her
man to become a drunkard, that is, own.
The development of her character
and
nagood
capacities
a man with
under the influence of love, sorrow and
forms the basis of a
tive qualities. He is simply the disappointment
most interesting psychological study.
far
of
his
in
so
excesses,
victim
and
Glimpses of the better side of life in
Bohemian Paris, and of American soas we are self-indulgent we are like ciety
lend color to the narrative.
the dissipated man. When we give
The story is told in forceful style and
the rein to any animal appetite, worked out with consummate art.
when we become indignant and
At all Booksellers.
exaggerwrathful over trifles, when
ated statements are frequently on
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
our lips, and when feeling runs riot
within us, we, too, have abdicated 173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
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COHOUOTED Br Aom Bmoi.

When Aunt Pride dropped into
the cool, shaded back parlor where
the Domestic Circle holds its meetings, she found the members sipping
lemonade and deeply interested in
the doctor's talk about the care of
the children's health. One of the
members had asked her opinion of
nervous children, and some of the
tilings she said were so sensible and
interesting, Aunt Bride is going to
repeat them for the benefit of her
readers who aren't members of the
Domestic Circle.
Nervous children usually have

"

nervous mothers," remarked the
doctor, " and that complicates the
problem of bringing them up. The
mother allows herself to become
overworked and irritable, and she
can not be cool and quiet and firm
with the child. She is apt to shriek
at him, scold him at the top of her
voice, and very often shake him, if
she doesn't box his ears or slap him.
This is about the worst thing at all
for a nervous, irritable child given
to bursts of anger. It only excites
him still more, and when the tit has
spent itself you find him white and
weak and trembling. In extreme
cases harsh treatment of a very
nervous child has turned him into
a hopeless idiot. The first thing for
a mother to remember when she
finds her boy or girl giving away to
bursts of temper or tits of weeping
over nothing is that she must not
lose her own temper. She must be
cool and patient. Sometimes to take
the child before a glass and show
him how ugly he looks will have the
effect of inducing him to try to get
the better of his anger. Again, a
cup of cold water quietly thrown in
his face will calm him.
" As a rule," the doctor added in
a sort of parenthesis, " parents are
much more concerned with their
own comfort than with the future
of their children. It is much easier
to terriori/.e a child into keeping
quiet than it is to make him so
healthy he will not have any inclination to go into hysterics or to be
cross or irritable. The nervous
child is usually so because he is
growing too fast, or his food is not
suited to his needs. It's safe to say,
too, that his mother has no idea of

SACKED

amount of play out-of-doors. Proper
food at regular intervals and regular
occupation for each hour in the day
are better than any drugs."
But supposing a child is lazy,
instead of an over-active youngster,
as the nervous child is," asked another mother, when the doctor
paused for breath. "Do you think
laziness, too, may be cured by good
food ? "
I know
The doctor laughed.
you think me a crank on this subject of cooking, but women really
don't understand the relation of
food to health. I daresay it's a good
thing for us doctors. But seriously,
I think many cases of laziness are
mere weakness. The child's stomach
is out of order, and he can not keep
his brain concentrated on his studies
for any length of time. Proper diet
will probably make him over. If
there is nothing the matter with his
health, if he will read an interesting
book by the hour while he will not
study, then you must cure his laziness by other means. Wake up his
pride, make him ashamed to let
younger children get ahead of him.
Show him what happens to the person who neglects his opportunities.
Make him understand, if you can,
that school studies are training him
for his work as a grown-up in the
big outside world. Give, him stimulating books of biography to read.
Watch him at his books and see
how he holds them. Very often

"

"

apparently lazy children have poor
eyesight. The right sort of glasses
may be all that is needed. If you
are sure his eyes and his health are
all they should be, then you will

have

exercise your authority.

to

The child who has not been trained
to obey his parents and teachers as
a matter of course, because they are
older and know more, has a great

deal to reproach his parents with.
Bribing a child to do his duty is not
usually a good thing, but a judicious
system of rewards, a dainty supper
dish to celebrate the child's victory
over a difficult task, a little pleasure
promised if certain marks are attained, can do no harm."
Aunt Bkide.
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IIrOishf nterest.
A REMINISCENCE

OF THE CIVIL

WAR.
Editor Review:
The anecdote in the Review of the 4th
inst., relating to the wounded soldier
In South Africa who said, " I wish I had
the priest, and I wish I had a little
breath," reminds one of your readers
of an incident coming under his observation during the Civil War. The
first attack made on the workß defending Charleston, S. C, by the army,
was on June Hi, 1862. The engagement
was short and sharp, lasting but several hours, yet for the number participating the loss was severe, especially on the Union side. There weremany
Catholics, mainly Irish, on both sides.
Among the organizations engaged in
the assault, were the Twenty-eighth
Massachusetts, the Third New Hampshire, and the Third Rhode Island Regiments. The first wereall Irish, the second
possessed an Irish Company, C, commanded by the late General Michael T.
Donohoe, and the other was made up
largely of Rhode Island Irishmen. I was
then a member of the band of the New
Hampshire Regiment. Musicians were
obliged to report to the regimental surgeon, in time of action, to bring off the
wounded when possible, and perform
such other duties in the same line, assigned them. After returning from the
scene of the contest, we wereon duty in
the temporary hospital attached to our
brigade, Williams, the rest of the day, and
all night until the morning of the 17th,
without any relief. The barn occupied
as a hospital was filled with the
?
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LIKE MANY OTHERS
Claru Kt.pp Wrote for >l rs. I'inkliam't* Advice uud Tails m hat it .lid for Her.
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DEAR Mrs. I'inkuam

:

I have seen

many letters from ladies who were

cured by I.viliu. 10. l'inkliam's remedies
that I thought 1 wouldask youradvice
in regard to m.v condition.
,««-»
(ft| I have been doctoring for
\u25a0 v- J?*!v l" 111 years and have
taken different paty"!'
'.*\j[SJ\' cut medicines, but
received
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stomach feels sore,
\u25a0
HT by spells get short
|V
I
of breath and am
I
W
IV,
very nervous.
liave severe female
troublewith bearing
I
down pains, cramps
and backache. I
/\
hope to hear from
V_~"~'
you at once."
Ci.ara Koi'i-, Rockport, Ind., Sept. '-'7.
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'\u25a0 I think it is
my duty to write a
letter to yon in regard to what l.ydia
E. Pinkham'a VegetableCompound did
for mi. I wrote you some time ago.
describing my symptoms and asking
your advice, which you very kindly
gave. lam now healthy and cannot
begin to praise your remedy enough.
I would say to all suffering women,
"Take Mrs. l'inkliam's advice, for a woman best understand* a woman's sufferings, and Jlrs. Plnkham, from her
vast experience in treating female ills,
can give you advice that you can get
from no other source.' "?l'i.aua Kofi'.
Rockport, lud., April 13, lstit).

and place them there in their blankets.
of whom had died With three of my comrades, their last
since they were brought from the field. couch was
soon made, and each taking
I was then barely twenty-one years old>
hold of a corner of the blanket, laid
but a great deal younger in experience, them
the older
tenderly on the husks
and the scenes witnessed that night can man in a
reclining position. The surnever be forgotten.
It is now over geon then came over, and pointing at
thirty-eight years, but it is as fresh in
the edge of the gaping wound on the
my memory, as if but a year ago. breast of the older
man, showed me how
Finally, about midnight, all the wounds
mortification had set in, and that he
had been dressed, and the limbs requirwas sullering little pain. While in the
ing amputation attended to. Among the act of leaving him, he beckoned
to me.
latter cases was Captain Carleton of the I went over and stooped down to hear
Third New Hampshire. He had been
what he had to say. " For God s sake,
struck by a solid shot, requiring the am- my
boy," said he, " get me the piiest."
putation of one of his legs. The operaMy heart was in my mouth, for a more
tion was performed,while 1 held his head wistful look never came on human
face,
and shoulders between my arms, and it and I said, with the tears blinding my
was barely over before he died. I meneyes :
tion this in order to have the reader
" Poor fellow, it is impossil le : your
understand how one felt under such cir- regiment is two or three miles away, in
cumstances, faint from excitement, Steven's Brigade, and there is no Cathfatigue and lack of proper food, and the olic chaplain in ours."
sight and smell of blood on all sides.
" My God, my God," said he, " must
I had noticed the forms of two men 1 die without the priest.
"
lying on the ground all day, on their
You must," said I, " the surgeon
"
blankets, just as they were brought in. told me you will never see the sunlight.
One John Booth, a Scotchman, of DonBut 1 am a Catholic, and I will read the
wounded,

many

?

?

Mistress. Jane, you may clear away
the breakfast dishes and put the house ohoe's Company of my own regiment, I
knew; there was no outward sign of his
in order. lam going to my dressmakwound; the other was an elderly
er's to have a new gown fitted.
Jank. Yes, ma'am. Are you going man, at least he appeared so to me
to take your latch-key, or shall 1 sit up then. He was a stranger, but the ligures
on his cap " Twenty-eighth Mass.,"
the relation of food to health. She for you ?
showed he was an Irishman. So right
Examinkr. Now, children, who can here were two representatives of the old
has a notion that anything that can
be eaten is good enough. The nerv- tell me what an epidemic is? What! Gaelic race, that had done so much for
of you? Let me prompt your Britain's glory, dying
to maintain the
ous child needs the most nourishing None
memory. It is something that spreads. Union which so many of their kin had
kind of foods, plenty of custards And now ah, I see one of you knows.
so largely aided in establishing eighty
and broths, whole wheat bread and What is it, my little friend ?
years before. The Irishman had a horcereals, and he should never be al" Jam, sir."
rible wound. He had been struck by a
lowed to drink tea, coffee or beer. Thkkk la more Catarrh' In this section of grape, or chain shot which entered his
country than all other diseases put tobreast and, encountering the shoulderWater and milk are the only per- the
gether, and until the last few years was supgreat
many
to
incurable.
For
posed
be
a
missible drinks for an irritable child, years doctors pronounced it a local disease, blade, was deflected downwards, coming
hip. Wondering why nothprescribed local remedies, and by con. out near his
and all sorts of children are better and
stantly failing to cure with local treatment,
had
done for these two, I went
been
ing
it incurable. Science has proven
off for not being allowed the stimu- pronounced
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, mid, to the brigade surgeon, calling his attenrequires constitutional treatment.
the impression that
lating tea and coffee which are all therefore,
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. .1. tion to them, under
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only conCheney
A
they were forgotten. He looked at me
daily
right for grown persons.
cure
on
the
market.
It
is
taken
stitutional
internally in doses of from 10 drops to a teafor a moment, put his hand on my head
bath and a rub with a coarse towel spoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and
system. They offer and said " Do not fret about them, my
mucous
surfaces
of
the
nerves,
steadying
are a great help in
one hundred dollars for any case it falls to boy; their troubles will soon be over."
Send for circulars and testimonials.
whether thoseof a child or grown-up. cure.
Address
He then directed me to take some cornF. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
his
strength
husks, make up beds for the two men
Regular tasks suited to
Druggists,
7Sc.
Igr Sold by
a
certain
near the side of the barn, out of the way,
Family
given,
should be
and
Hall's
l'llla are the best.
?

10

?

?

?

:

litany for you, if you would like to have
me." While we were talking he held
my hand. The response was a pressure.
My oldest sister had given me a pocket
prayer-book on my leaving home. 1
took that out, and by the light of a
candleread the litany for the dying. He
joined me in the responses in a feeble
voice, at times his lips only moving,
while his eyes were closed. An hour
later he was still. His troubles were
over; and his soul committed to his
Maker. Next morning his body and
Booth's were among those given a military burial. Our baud furnished the
music, and the funeral detail was in
charge of Major Jeremiah I.caelum of
the Third Rhode Island Regiment.
J. C. 1..

CHAS. STRATTON A SON
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BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
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wisely
Melissa was bidding her mother good-bye, the ceremony; and he, while wishing the >ains so it was with him, and he
;eased
loss
could
mourn
the
of
her
who
bliss,
to
she had heard her whisper to her to tell young people many years of married
A THORN.
husband
have
him
the
love
a
given
in
his
for
lever
profuse
apologies
having,
would
was
daughter
James that Lord Saxon's
BY C. A. C.
never forget the promises made by Melissa by his silence, caused them so many years leserves. In company with his mother
md sister he went to Italy to meet the
Tone. " Though I did not understand of separation.
What shall I ask of Thee, dear Heart?
the
What of Thy goodness pray?
Back to dear old Kentucky James took Vlisses Levimore, and after spending
then, brother, I do now,"
her
meaning
winter with them in the sunny South reA name of love to burn and sere
on
after
bidwedding-tour,
is
his
bride
her
why
said,
she
and I believe that
she
turned home, and this was the beginning
All this self-love away ?
has not married." This gave him bright ding good-bye to his two sisters; who, sf the friendship which ended in his
A drop of Thy most cleansing Blood
Maud.
hopes, but they were nearly crushed after spending a few weeks with Lady narriage with
To cool sin's fever-heat?
Another happy event was the converNo, not for these I ask today,
Saxon,
from
were
to
travel
the
conthrough
the
he
learned
day
on
same
when
sion of Mrs. Tone and her daughter. She
But earnestly entreat,
Frank Tone that Melissa was engaged to tinent. Gertie, her husband and children had been married to her present husband
O patient Heart, one glistening thorn;
another. From the tone of her letter he were at Glendale to greet them, and the ay a priest; but still believing one religion
The sharpest of the wreath
weeks they spent in the home of their to be as good as another, she could not
had said that she did not seem to be enThat circles Thee and rends most deep
think of becoming a Catholic until Mrs.
tirely happy in her engagement, and he youth were very happy. Mrs. Levimore Smith came to live among them. The
The fibres underneath.
her
children
with
her
keep
to
her
at
wanted
to
go
lady who, as well as her reverend son,
Then Thou wilt have one thorn the less, advised the young man to
during their visit; but Frank Tone, whose was a convert, soon became her dearest
To sting Thee, gentlest Ifeart;
once.
friend, and Mrs. Tone's conversion was
And f, a treasure of Thy love,
The next morning found James ready to love for his bright young Rachel had not the result
And in Thy pain a part.
of many long, confidential conleave home. His father and sister begged decreased his affection for his Melissa, versations between them.
Naturally
pair
return,
insisted
the
bridal
at
upon
remaining
his
mother's
him
to
remain
until
who
cherished
a fond memory
Rachael,
Written for the Review.
of her own father, whom she knew had
but he refused, saying that he would not the Oaks.
and the surrounding country been a Catholic, had been only too willisg
THE PEARL OF THE OAKS.
Lennox
he
started
absent.
The
next
day
be long
was still without a priest, although an to follow.
BY MARY ROWENA COTTER.
for Ireland.
But to return to James and his brids.
increasing Catholic population made it
he
asked,
After
her
his
telling
story
1899.]
After several happy weeks at home they
[Copyright: Mary R. Cotter,
possible for them to have Mass once a were about to return to Ireland, and they
Melissa, I am not too late, ami?"
[Continued.']
month now. There had been talk of they took withthem Jack's bright sixteentoo
but
tomorrow
No,
James,
late;
now,"
James,
said
not
"
" Father, it is all over
a new church in the village, but year-old boy Jim. Both Jack and Meg
building
I must admit that the invitations to my wedding were to
interrupting him.
he was going as a servant for
congregation, which contained many thought
the young master, and were proud of the
your act had much to do with keeping have been sent. Already they are on their the
freed slaves, still felt too poor. After honor; but what was their surprise and
me away all these years, but I forgive way to Mr. Tone and your family."
James heard this he told his wife a plan joy on learning that James had left the
words,
hope
world
of
in
her
There was a
you with all my heart and hope once more
a college, where he was to remain
which greatly pleased her. He would boy inexpense
to be what we were to each other before made all the brighter when he knew how
his
until he graduated. Though
at
that
chapel,
down Lucy's
for
the dark skin of the youth at first won
nearly he had lost her, and he was very not tear
the war."
seemed almost a sacrilege; besides, he for him many snubs and insults from his
Rose was sent for, and the happy group happy now.
knew
Frank Tone would not consent to fairer but less noble brothers: he bore
that
the
say
It is needless to
invitations
spent hours in talking over the past. In
but he had it greatly enlarged and them so bravely and applied himself se
it;
and
the
next
when
morning
conversation
Mr.
Leviwere
notsent,
the course of the
to his studies as to win the rebeautified and tried to buy a large plot of closely
spect of both teachers and companions,
more, after relating the story of Gertie's George Shelly came to call on his beground
it
to
to
the
surrounding
present
and graduated with high honors. Oh his
adventure which resulted in her most trothed she told him that James had repeople for a cemetery, but the master of return home he was not only able to eduhappy marriage, paid a high tribute to the turned, and with a sad heart he willingly
the Oaks, wishing to share in the good cate his own brothers and sisters, bat
boys who had worn the blue, saying that broke the engagement, saying that he
did much towardbettering the condition
work, would not sell it. He had several of
his own downtrodden race.
he was proud now to know that his son knew her first lover had the best right to
purpose,
off
for
that
and
accomacres set
As soon as they had disposed of Jim
and son-in-law had both belonged to that her, and he would not wish to marry her
to the bishop, the pair went to visit Gertie, and on the
and make her life miserable when he panied James on a visit
gallant band.
from whom they asked a priest whose first evening, while the two ladies were
another.
belonged
to
Do not think, my boy," he said, "that knew her heart
having a most pleasant visit,the gentlemea
salary was to be paid by the young man talked of the war, the memories of whick
Irene would have had her marriage demy love for the South has faded, though
him.
support
until the people were able to
can never be etlaced from the mind of the
I have learned from my son, Joseph, that layed for an indefinite time, but James
The request was granted, and great was old soldier. How Gertie had made the acit,
hear
of
for
he
said
that
many
in
would
not
opponents
right
things,
our
were
happiness of the congregation when quaintance of her husband had not yet
and I fully realize now that many noble they had already been separated too many the
been
to her brother, but Joseph extheir
own beloved Father Smith was sent cused told
himself now for a few minutes anil
years. She then requested, more to spare
hearts beat beneath the coats of blue."
a
mother
live
in
with his widowed
to
soon returned with a large package.
"I am glad to hear from you, father." the feelings of her disappointed lover
What have you there ? " asked Gertie.
pleasant little home James had built for
that
the
ceremotive,
than
for
other
any
back
the
hair
he
wore
which
Brushing
Several years ago I accepted a suit
Years of hard
the
church.
"
thembeside
her
possible;
but
mony be as quiet as
combed down over his temple, Mr. Leviof clothes which a young lady took from
work among his scattered missions had her brother,
and I would like to returs
more revealed a deepscar, and continued parents had intended to give their only
enfeebled the health of the once strong them to their owner."
by telling the story of how, but for the child a grand wedding, and they were
man, but here was a pleasant spot where
Gertie smiled, but did not reply, for she
kindness of a young Federal officer In loth to alter their plans because the brideknew what he meant. She watched hira
kind
and
under
the
care
among
friends,
whose care he was found on the night groom had been changed. It was not
closely as he undid the wrapping and reof his mother, his health was soon fully
vealed an officer's uniform of gray.
after receiving the wound, he would have until the noble-hearted Earl of C?, who
Happily, he was allowed to
There," he said, is the uniform that
bled to death. "Who the noble young had returned to his home, sent his mother restored.
after Lucy Tone's saved my life."
retain
charge
long
his
up
tell
her
give
not to
men was, or what his motive for saving to Lady Saxon to
"That?" said James, not recognizing
little chapel had become a flourishing
the clothes as his own; " I thought you
my life I have never been able to learn, the grand wedding reception on his acparish church.
count, that Irene finally consented.
told me that you were a Federal soldier,
and it was not until long after my recovMany were the happy, as well as some and how came you by these? "
Frank Tone and the Levimores had, in
ery that I heard the story."
Ask your sister."
sad, scenes in the dear little church.
"Would you like to know, father, who the meantime, received the invitations to
Gertie would not tell the story, but lisfuneral of Mr.
the
latter
was
the
Among
the wedding, and great had been the disthe young ofhcer was?"
tened blushingly while her husband reyears after peated
every detail, especially those in
I would, in order that if he be still appointment of both families, for they Levimore, which occuredfour
but
the
father
had
lived
James's marriage;
which she was concerned, and he conliving, or if he or any of his friends are feared that James had been too late, but
see his second daughter cluded by telling how, with the assistance
in need, I might reward him."
soon followed a message saying that a long enough to
in
and to bestow his bless- of the uniform, he had even succeededand
happily
married,
James
made;
been
their
own
Did you never hear what became of change had
deceiving a troup of Confederates
Ireland
upon
her
before
to
ing
returning
was to take George Shelly's place, and
reached his own men in safety.
him? "
her husband, who was no other than
11 Only this; thathe was taken prisoner."
they must come at once in order to be in with
" Quite a romance," said James, "and
George Shelly. The disappointment in in memory of the event you may keep my
True, father, he was, and In the foul time. Mr. and Mrs. Levimore would have
having the Saxon and Shelly families old uniform, which I once believed would
den at Andersonville paid the penalty for gone, but they were certain that their boy not
be useless."
united
by a marriage had not broken up
"Thank you, James, I wonld not have
saving your life by many long months of would come home on his wedding-tour;
many
the warm friendship which for
wished to part with it for its weight is
terrible suffering; but the horrors of his and Gertie, too, wished to attend, but her
years had existedbetween them; and soon gold, for it has won for me the dearest
confinement were less, if possible, than twolittle girls were too young to take w ith
after Irene's marriage, when the Shelly's treasure I have; namely, my own dear
would have been his remorse had he, her and she would not leave them behind ;
wife."
were introduced to the two fair sisters of
A few short weeks were spent in
through neglect, left his own father to so Maud and Rose went alone and claimed
James Levimore, they extended them a Detroit, and then James and Melissa rethe honors of being bridesmaids.
die."
them, turned to Ireland; where In perfect happiThe wedding was a grand and happy most pressing invitation to visit
"James, do I understand you aright?
ness they live with a happy little family
days
which
did
for
a
few
before
they
Can it be possible that It was my own event, the only absent ones being the
and the aged Lord Saxon, whose wife
young
has long since departed, in the grand old
brave boy who risked so much to save Shelly family, who for appearance sake, starting on their travels. The
TOarl for a time, while striving to bear his castle of which the once wild little girl
me? I might have known it when I first rather than from any feeling of bitterness
camp is sole mistress.
heard the story;
and I was so unkind remained at home; but beautiful presents disappointment as bravely as possible, of the gipsy
but
time
deadens
very
(Thk kni>.)
sad;
was
as
most
wishes
the
to
were sent with their best
to you."
the
To
who
did
attend
event
many
be
and
bride.
past
forgotten,
father,
Let the
only remember that we are once more re- was made all the more interesting by the
united as friends, as dear, I hope to each strange romance connected with it. True
the gentry deeply sympathized with the
other as we were when I was a child."
that washing-powders
Dearer, James, far dearer, now; disappointed nobleman whose place was
fM are
n ure c
though I then loved my only boy almost filled by an untitled American, about
"This
1
them, but it will scratch no backs conto idolatry, the years of separation and whose fortune and family they knew
suffering we have known ought to bind nothing -, but as their curious eyes were
nected with heads that respect facts."
our hearts more closely than ever, and I fixed upon the handsome man who led his
(IrS
Some
So
powders do ruin
hope we will never again be parted."
bride back from the altar they could not
do
Soaps.
let
be
friends
that
Irene
have
some
help
believing
might
father,
j
us
now
i'
" Yes,
until death."
chosen for the best, and on her account
are cheap and poor and dangerous. Insist
He did not say anything about not being they were glad to receive him into their
upon getting Pearline, the original,
parted again, for his thoughts were far most select circles, and hoped that he
standard,
the best, the thoroughly
away. He had already heard the story of would not take his bride away to an
gives
the easiest and quickest washing.
an
how Melissa had found her parents at American home. One guest alone felt
last, and was still unmarried. Rose in- regret on the happy day, and that was
formed him the next day of how, when Father O'Neil, who had come to perform
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Medical.
CROUP AND DIPHTHERIA.

It is known that croup is of various forms, and that one form of
diphtheria is true croup. All these
different kinds of croup need the
same attention; namely, the clearing
of the larynx from the products of
inflammation which block the tiny
passage through which the air
passes in its way to and from the
lungs over the vocal cords, says Dr.

Murray in the Delineator. If the

child is made to vomit, this loosens
the obstruction and in many instances makes the child cough it up;
it also increases the flow of mucous.
The emetic of hot water can be
given, or hot water with wine of
ipecac, or five grains of sulphate of
zinc, but the quickest and easiest
way is to tickle the back of the
throat with the finger or with a
feather. If the child has been inclined to be croupy through the
day, it is better, if breathing badly,
to awaken it two or three times during the night and give a warm
drink ; this moistens the mucous
membrane and prevents the dryness
and tickling sensation of the throat
which may be the means of bringing
on a spasm.
The child should be made to perspire. Heat can be applied about
the throat by the means of poultices.
Be sure to protect the child from
catching more cold in pursuing these
methods. A good vaporizer or
croup kettle should be made ready.
A tent should be improvised over
the crib. This can be done by plac-

ing a sheet or blanket over an
umbrella that has been spread, or
by tying some pieces of wood to the
post of the crib or stretching strings
from post to post. The kettle can
be placed on a firm box by the crib
side, so that the steam can be readily introduced into the tent. Care
should be taken that the child have
fresh air about the face. The steam
loosens the membrane. Often medicated vapors are used, especially the
disinfecting medications in diphtheria, such as carbolic acid. Lime
water and bicarbonate of soda are
supposed to have a dissolving action
Creosote and
on the membrane.
turpentine are also thought to be
healing. In diphtheria calomel is
sublimed so that the fumes will fill
the tent in the same manner as
steam; ten or fifteen grains are
burned every few hours. A hot
bath with a little mustard added is
sometimes useful in croup. In cases
of diphtheria the room should be
kept quiet and cool. The nourishment should be given frequently;
milk is especially goodfor the throat.
Beef juice can be given. Before
antitoxine was used the local applications to the throat were thought
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to be of the greatestimportance. The

is nearly frozen. When sufficiently V7"()U would like the

throat should be irrigated with a frozen, pack well and allow to stand
solution of the peroxideof hydrogen, a couple of hours before serving.
dilutedwith limewater or some other
Frozen Beachks.
antiseptic.
To make enough for eight persons,
The medication must be in the take two pounds of peaches, one
hands of a physician, and it should quart of water, and a pound and a
be remembered that delay in send- half of sugar. Bare, stone, and mash
ing for an able one is dangerous and the peaches. Next, boil the sugar
may prove fatal, for the disease must and water together for five minutes,
be fought in the first forty-eight and stand aside to cool. When it
hours to be combated successfully. is perfectly cold, add to it the
It acts upon all the internal organs, peaches, and freeze.
causing inflammatory conditions. It
Beach Dumplings.
also may give rise to a paralysis of
One quart of flour, two teaspoonthe muscles and interfere with the
fuls of baking-powder, and one teaheart itself, sometimes causing
spoonful of salt mixed together. Hub
death when recovery seems assured. in one tablespoonful of shortening,
The child should be kept very
and wet with one-half pint of boilquiet and in bed until these later ing water to a soft dough. Now
dangers are past. In extreme cases
roll this dough out about an inch
of croup and diphtheria, when the thick, and cut in circles of the rechild may seem in danger of suffoquired size. Having prepared the
cation, life can be saved only by
by paring, removing the
peaches
prompt resort to tracheotomy, or stone, and filling the space with
intubation of the larynx. Tracheosugar, place one upon each circle.
tomy is an operation by which a hole
Wrap in the dough, then each in a
is made in the windpipe below the
cloth, or better a netted bag,
floured
point where the membrane has
and plunge in boiling water. Hoil
blocked it. A tube is introduced, thirty minutes and serve with hard
and the child breathes easily and
or liquid sauce.
comfortably through this until the
Beach Fritters.
disease has disappeared. This operOne quart of Hour, two heaping
ation seldom needs to be performed,
the simpler and better device in teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, one
every way being what is known as half teaspoonful of salt, three eggs.
intubation. This consists in passing Moisten with milk to a thick batter.
a tube down into the windpipe, Bare, slice, and halve the peaches,
which keeps the passage from clos- dip in the batter, and fry in hot fat,
ing and gives enough space for the serving immediately with hard sauce
or sugar and cinnamon.
child to breathe comfortably.
Mothers who live in fear of the
Beach Meringue.
croup can take comfort in the fact
Make a rich crust, and fill the
that the severe and fatal type is bottom of a pie plate with it. Bare
comparatively rare, and that modern the peaches, place in the pie plate,
methods have greatly reduced the fill the spaces from which the stones
number of deaths occurring from were taken with sugar, and bake in
the disease and from diphtheria.
a hot oven twenty minutes. Make
a meringue of the white of eggs and
sugar spread over the peaches, and
place in the oven to brown slightly.

TheHousewife.

PEACHES

IN

FOURTEEN

WAYS.

Beach Bie.
a
Line pie plate with rich crust,

fill with sliced peaches, sugar and

There is something so tempting
dot with butter. Cover with a top
about a ripe, luscious peach, that it crust and bake.
might well have been the forbidden
Beach Custard.
fruit, for who does not enjoy one,
Make a rich custard of the yolks
whether eaten whole, fresh from the
of six eggs, two tablespoonfuls of
tree, or better still, sliced with
cornstarch, four tablespoonfuls of
whipped cream, says Miss Kate L. sugar, a quart of milk, and vamla to
Borer, in the Observer. If perfectly taste according
£to the usual recipe
ripe, they are almost sure to be for custards. Set
on the ice to bedigestible, and are one of the few come thoroughly chilled. A short
fruits upon which the stigma of time before ready to use, cover the
appendicitis does not rest. As has bottom of a glass dish with sliced
been already said, the ideal method
peaches, then a layer of macaroon
of serving them is sliced, with rich, drops followed by a layer of the
thick cream, or better yet whipped custard. Alternate in this manner
cream, but there are many other till the dish is filled, and serve very
ways in which they may be acceptcold. This is an excellent dessert
ably used, and a few are suggested for Sunday as the custard can be
here.
made the day before and the rest
Beach Ice-Cream.
done in the morning.
easily
To make sufficientfor six persons,
Canned Beaches.
take one pint of milk, one pint of
Bare and halve the peaches, and
cream, three-fourths of a pound of
sugar, and a liberal quart of peaches. weigh out two pounds of them, for
To Relieve Lassitude
Scald the milk, and when hot add to which quantity make a syrup of a
Take Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
it the sugar, stirring to dissolve it. pint of sugar and one pint of water.
A few drops added to half a glass Now add the cream, and when cold, Drop the peaches in and boil five
of water, relieves the feeling of lasfreeze. Bare and mash the peaches, minutes. This quantity will be
situde so common in mid-summer.
and add them to the cream, when it enough to till a quart jar.
A pleasant and wholesome tonic.

lamp-

chimneys that do not
amuse themselves by popping at inconvenient times,
wouldn't you ?
A chimney ought not to
break any more than a tumbler.
A tumbler breaks
when it tumbles.
Macbeth's "pearl top" and
" pearl glass " they don't
break from heat, not one in a
hundred ; a chimney lasts for
?

years sometimes.
Our " Index" describes all lamps and their
chimneys. With it you can always order
tile right size and shape of chimney for any lamp.
We mail it FREE to any one who writes for it.
Macbeth, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Address

proper

Brkserved Beaches.
Bare and halve the peaches, and
having weighed, place in a " pound
for pound " syrup, and boil till clear,
requiring about twenty minutes.
Seal in air tight jars as usual.
Spiced Beaches.
Bare and halve seven pounds of
fruit. Make a syrup of three pounds
of sugar, one pint of vinegar, adding
two ounces of stick cinnamon, and
a few cloves. But the peaches in,
cook slowly one hour, seal in airtight jars.
Beach Budding.
Rub a piece of butter the size of
an egg, into a pint of flour, add onehalf teaspoonful salt and a heaping
teaspoonful of baking-powder. Add
a well beaten egg to three-fourths
of a cup of milk and pour this iato
the Hour, beating thoroughly. Put
the batter in a baking-pan, letting
it be about an inch thick. The

peaches should have been previously
prepared, by taking ten, paring,
halving and removing the stones.
Blace the peaches on the batter, the
stone side up, fill the hollows with
sugar, and bake in a quick oven half
an hour. Serve hot with hard or
liquid sauce.
Beach Uoly-Boly.
Take one pound of flour, add onehalf teaspoonful of salt, and rub in
eight ounces of suet. Wet with
sufficient cold water to make it hold
together, and roll out about one
inch thick. Spread with peach jam
or jelly liberally, roll up, tic in a
floured cloth, leaving room to swell,
place in a pot of boiling water, and
boil two hours, or steam two hours
and a half. Serve hot with hard
sauce.

Beach Shortcake.
For this, take one quart of flour,
one teaspoonful of salt, two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, into
which rub one-half cupful of butter.
Wet with a generous cupful of icewater, and roll out about an inch
thick, and bake in two separate

pieces. When done, butter generously, and put together as strawberry shortcake, using sliced and
sugared peaches. Blace in the oven
a moment to soften the peaches, and
serve with whipped cream.
Marion.
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I will uot doubt, though all
turn

uiy prayers re-

Unanswered from the still white realm
above;
I will believe it is an All-wise Love
Which has refused these things for which
I yearn;
And though at times I can not keep
from grieving,
Yet the poor ardor of my fixed believing.

Undimned shall burn.
I will not doubt, though sorrows fall like
rain
And troubles swarm like bees about
the hive;
I will believe the heights for which I
strive
Are only reached by anguish and by pain;
And though I groan and writhe beneath
my crosses,
I yet shall see through my severest
losses
The greater pain.
I will not doubt. Well anchored in this
faith,
Like some staunch ship my soul braves
every gale.
Calm in this confidence it will not quail
To breast the mighty unknown sea of
death,
E'en then I'll cry, though body parts
with breath,
uot doubt," so listening words
" I do
may hear it,
With my last breath !

PORTO RICO

AND ITS

PEOPLE.

We hear a great deal of the necessity
of Americans bringing civilization and
Christianity into our new possessions.
Porto Kico is very often spoken of as
being particularly lacking in the good
qualities that we Americans are supposed to possess. Yet here is what the
Hon. Charles Littlefleld of Maine said of
those people in a speech in the House of

Representatives at Washington, some
months ago :
" The people who inhabit this island are a self-respecting, valorous and
heroic people.
" Four times during the eighteenth
century, unaided and alone, the citizens
of Porto Rico repelled the attacks of
the Knglish navy, once under the command of Drake, and once under the
command of Abercrombie, and preserved
Porto Rican soil, for Porto Rico, against
?

the most powerful of foreign invaders,
although it was then a dependency of
Spain.
" Porto Rico, in 1873, manumitted its

slaves without tumult, without disturbance, without bloodshed, without murder, without outrage, and without revolution. With the consent of the Span-

??

NaSensd onsense.

I WILL NOT DOUBT.
will not doubt, though all my ships at sua
Come drifting lmrue with broken masts
and sails:
I will believe theHand that never fails,
seeming
From
evil worketh good for me;
And though I weep because these sails
are tattered,
Still I will cry, while my t>est hopes lie
shattered,
" I trust in Thee."

August IS, 1900.
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Foreigner.? How are your senators
elected?
American.? None of them will tell.

" What a lawless set those Chinese
Boxers seem to he."

l
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" Yes they carry on for all the world
like Kentuckians in election time."
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Butlers in best families ond all first class J
cooks can tell you that soups.fish,meats, T
gravy, game,salads and many other dishes l
are given an appetising relish ifflavored /
with Lea & Perrins' sauce.
I

"Doesn't your husband's insomnia
better ? "
" No ; the only sleep he ever gets is " Julia and I have organized a lovely
when I think I hear a burglar downconversation club among the girls."
stairs."
What do you call it?
"The Hub-bub Club."
Stubb.? It was mean in that winning
" Gracious! what does that mean? "
cyclist to drop bottles along the track
" Oh, we meet around in the mornings
for the purpose of taunting his rival.
on
one another's porches and all talk at
Pknn.? What was in the bottles ?
once."
Stubh.?Catchup!
Diner (to restaurant waiter). What
Kkctor.? I never in my life touched a have you got for dinner?
congregation as I did this morning.
Waiter.?[Roastbeeffricasseedehicken
Kvery eye was on me.
stewed lambhashbakedandfriedpotato es
Wife.? No wonder. When you took cottagepuddingmilkteaandcoffee.
off your hat your glovesremained on the
Diner.? Give me the third, fourth,
top of your head.
fifth, sixth, eighteenth and nineteenth
get any

weighing down the table and just before
the officers had been invited to enter
the dining-room, a poor private, who
in peace would have been styled a gentleman, sneaked up to the back door
and begged a bite to eat.
"The hospitable hostess, absolutely
ignorant of military etiquette, told him
to ' come in immediately, that dinner
was just on the table.'
" 'The officers, General Magruder and
the rest, are just getting ready to eat,'
she said ; ' you are in nice time.'
" Had he not been so hungry the
private might have run on the spot.
But hunger conquers all fears, and he
"I understand thatfailure once stared syllables.
quickly followed his hostess to the dinhim in the face," he said.
He had studied all the rules of cour- ing-room, determined to snatch a few
" Possibly, possibly," she replied, tesy laid down for conductors and had bites and run before he could be sent to
" but 1 happen to know no kind of a profited by them. He did not intend the guardhouse.
stare would disturb him in the least. 1 to be caught napping.
"The officers had not entered. The
once tried it myself."
" What car is this? " asked the sweet private slipped into a seat and began a
young thing.
savage attack on the food before him.
Doctor.? Well, I consider the mediHe doffed his cap and gave her a Chicken, ham, and everything in sight
cal profession very badly treated. See Uhesterfieldian bow.
ami reach were seized by the soldier.
how few monuments there are to famous
When ' Prince John ' and the staff came
" Madam, this is car No. 310."
doctors or surgeons.
" I mean," she explained, " what is he expected nothing less than death.
The Patient.? Oh, doctor, look at its destination? "
"The door opened, and with the
our cemetery.
" Madam," he answered with the same hostess on his arm General Magruder
courtesy, " it affords me pleasure to be entered the dining-room. The staff
was
Tommy.? Can you swim, Mr. Softable to inform you that its destination close behind.
soap ?
is the car barn."
" In a moment the General saw the
Mr. Softbo'ap.? No, Tommy ; I'm
During a lesson in a medical college private.
sorry to say I can't swim.
What are you doing there thunTommy.? Then you had better learn. the other day one of the students, who
dered
the officer.
by
dullard,
was
no
means
a
I heard Clara say she was going to throw
was asked
by the professor " How much is a dose
" The private sent half a corn-pone to
you overboard.
?" (giving the technical name of join the chicken he just swallowed and
of
reached for a piece of ham. He was too
" If you'll walk slowly across the floor a strong poison),
A
again," the photographer said, "I'll try
teaspoonful,"
was the ready reply. busy to talk.
"
The professor made no comment, but
" General Magruder strode up in his
anothersnap-shot. This one shows you
with your foot in the air."
the student, a" quarter of an hour later, splendid uniform and touched the dirty
gray-coated figure sitting composedly
" That's all right," replied the prom- realized that he had made a mistake, at
the table.
inent citizen. I'll send it to my daughand straightway said :?
"'Sirrah, do you know with whom
Professor, I want to change my
ter's young man."
you are to eat ? '
answer to that question."
"The soldier never looked up. He
" Enjoyed your party, Bobby ? "
It's too late, sir," responded the
"
only grunted out between bites
professor, curtly, looking at his watch
" Yes, ma."
' Don't
"your patient has been dead 14 min- know don't care was a time when 1
" Well, what little girls did you dance utes."
was mighty particular. All that gone
with ?
now. Too hungry willing to eat with
" Oh, I didn't dance; 1 had three
ALL THE SAME TO HIM.
tights downstairs with Willie Richardanybody.'
son, and I licked him every time."
" He was allowed to finish his meal."
A crowd of old Confederates were
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Boss.? I don't know whether to discharge that new boy or raise his salary.
ish curies, upon motion of a representaManager.? What has he been doing ?
tiveof Porto Rico, in one moment 39,000
Boss.? He rushed into my private
persons, who before that time had been
in human bondage, became freemen. office this morning and told me there
One day found them slaves; the next was a man downstairs who would like to
day they continued in their employment see me.
Manages.? Who was it?
for the same masters, but working for
Boss. A blind man.
hire ?their own masters. On one day
they bent down, bondmen. The next
A Savannah (Ga.) embezzler was capday they stood erect, freemen. This
great change was wrought as quietly tured through the instrumentality of a
and silently as the dawn precedes the silver-mounted rabbit's foot, which he
rising of the sun.
had left in his stateroom when he emlittle
island
of
Porto
Rico
barked
from a steamer at Seattle. Probpaid
The
"
for those slaves, by its own revenue, ably it wasn't a genuine left hind foot,
from its own prosperity. Seven million from a rabbit killed in a country graveeight hundred thousand dollars in 1873, yard, on a Friday night, in the dark of
with a loan that required only fourteen the moon by a cross-eyed negro.
years to pay, and, adding the interest
and principal, aggregating the magnifi" When are you going to marry the
cent sum of $ 12,000,000? paid by whom?
By the people that live today in Porto floorwalker? " asked the girl behind the
Rico. For what? To emancipate 39,000 catchup counter.
human bondmen. This nation of ' illit" Oh, that's off," said the girl in
erates,' this people to whom we now charge of the sugar counter. "He says
propose toact the part of a ' good Samawe can't afford to marry on my salary,
ritan !' That was a deed worthy of the
highest triumph of Christian civilization and he needs all his own to support the
anywhere."
dignity of his position."
?

_u>
swapping war stories the other night,
when one of them told the following
"One of the most striking figures in
the armies of the West was General John
Magruder, 0. S. A. He was what might
be called a Murat' of a man, for in the
-^nWMmmmT^Lm\mm\m\m\m\m\Wm{\^L\\^m\m
hardest times ' Prince John could always show a natty uniform, and he
always went into battle, the soldiers
said, with enough fuss and feathers to
have marched down a dozen men. It
was evidently his determination to die
not only with his boots on but with all
his good clothes as well. Added to his
love of dress was a fondness for good
eating that led him to every promising
Fast Mail and Passenger Service
home near a camping ground.
by the Twin-Screw S. S.
"On one occasion, with his staff, he
rode up to a handsome, oldfashioned
Torn.
00 Tom
home in Tennessee, and with his most <New)l3,(M)o
New England sails We.l., Aug.I1,«1?>,
S.-in U,
courtly bow and gallant manner hinted Oct. 10.
that food would not be unacceptable to Commonwealth sails Weil., Oct. Nov. 14.
17.
REDUCED RATES NOW IN KoKCK.
famishetl soldiers. The ' lady of the
ltKi?,'
upwards; 2nd Saloon, »«7.50 ami
2?,
mansion' bade them enter and hastily $40; Thinl Class, fc!3.50.
sent servants running hither and thither
Montreal, Quabao, Liverpool Service.
to provide a meal for such handsome
Vancouver, Aug. 11.
Dominion.
M.
Inter
«
gallant
Rates?Saloon, $54; 2nd CabinAuk.
and
soldiers.
*:t.-,
Company's Office, 77 State street.'
" About the time the dinner was KICHAKDS, MILLS & CO., Hfta'g Ajfts.
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